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ABSTRACT
Properties and Deformation Characteristics of 
Mechanically Worked Sintered Billets
H S Alkatib
Sheffield City Polytechnic
This project originated from the desire to provide the 
sintered preform designers in forging industries with 
useful information on the effects of certain process 
variables on the forged product and to formulate these 
effects into comprehensive relationships of the basic 
Theological characteristics of the material. A further 
aim was to establish a technique to theoretically demon­
strate the applicability of these relationships,by 
analysing simple forging of sintered billets.
A literature survey covering three main areas in general 
is presented highlighting the effects of various process 
variables on the mechanical properties, the deformation 
characteristics of various sintered materials^ and the 
attempts to establish a yield criterion for porous 
materials on the basis of experimental results and 
theoretical analysis.
The experimental programme involved the design, construc­
tion and machining, where appropriate, of a double cone 
powder mixer, a sintering unit, and three die compaction 
sets, compacts of atomised iron powder, mixed with 0.25% 
flake graphite were made of various heights, diameters and
II
densities and sintered at various sintering conditions. 
Further work included preparation of testpieces for 
compression, tension, impact, hardness, chemical 
analysis and metallographic tests and making of forging 
dies for upsetting, upset-extrusion, capped ends up­
setting, triangular cavity and multi-cavity closed die 
forging.
The programme of work involved the study of,
1. The effects of sintering time and temperature on 
the mechanical properties of sintered iron, on the 
deformation characteristics and on the properties 
of the upset specimens.
2. The effects of aspect ratio on the deformation 
characteristics of sintered billets.
3. The behaviour of the material through testing 
specimens of various cross-sections(circular, square 
rectangular, triangular and semi-circular) and by changing 
die geometry in order to simulate effects in
actual closed die forging.
4. Closed die forging simulating the production of 
two and four gear teeth of various widths.
5. The existing yield criteria in an attempt to improve
<
their applicability in respect of sintered iron.
6 . A finite-difference numerical technique in order to 
simulate the upsetting process of a variable density 
material. Comparison of the predicted results with 
those observed experimentally showed good agreement .
Ill
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Sintered components are basically made from powder material 
which has been subjected to a high temperature either in 
the loose or compacted form. In the loose form the component 
takes the shape of its container and will be highly porous 
like in the case of filters. The porosity of the sintered 
component in general is determined by many factors such as; 
particle 'shape and inclusions, packing, pressing technique, 
pressure level and degree of heating.
Metallic powders may be manufactured by a large number of 
mechanical and chemical techniques which produce particles 
of different configurations and purities. These aspects in 
turn have various effects on the densificationmechanism 
during compaction and on the nature of bonds formed during 
sintering.
The powder can be compacted by various methods depending 
on the shape of the compact and its use. Compaction can be 
carried out in the die with single or multiple punches or 
in an envelope placed in a pressurised chamber. It can be 
compacted by extruding a canned powder or by a rolling
technique. Again, depending on the compaction technique 
employed and on the pressure and temperature levels applied, 
the properties of the compact will vary. Furthermore, for 
a particular sintering process, the sintering atmosphere, 
duration and temperature have considerable effects on the 
properties of the component.
The availability of a great number of powder materials and 
process variables widen the choice and options for the 
producer of sintered components. Furthermore, there are 
many technical and economic advantages in using sintered 
components, such as, simplicity of alloying and obtaining 
alloys which otherwise are unobtainable, no material waste, 
good tolerances and finish, no machining, low capital 
investment, light where weight is critical and useful where 
porosity is intended (bearings and filters) and the near 
finished preform shape offers great savings when metal 
forging is required.
Because of the presence of porosity, the strength of 
sintered components are lower than their counterparts in 
solid material. Therefore, a forging process becomes 
essential when full density is required. In this case, 
the material is allowed to deform in order to densify and, 
at the same time, fill the forging die cavity and consequently
2
it work hardens as well. Also, full density can be 
achieved by direct hot repressing which does not involve 
plastic deformation.
For the forging process, a knowledge of proper preform and 
die design is vital. The successful forging process is 
the one which allows the preform to fill the die cavity 
without cracking and the attainment of full density without 
excessive repressing.
Extensive research has been carried out on the plastic 
behaviour of solid materials and many theories have been 
developed. Because of the fundamental assumption of volume 
constancy, these solutions cannot be applied to porous 
materials. Hence, the need for a new solution. When the 
volume is constant, the hydrostatic stress component is 
usually ignored in the analysis, but for porous materials 
it should be considered. Furthermore, the presence of 
pores increases the likelihood of fracture, also, the 
nature of bonds to be established by closing-up the pores 
during deformation might have a significant effect on the 
properties of the product.
There have been many attempts to establish theoretical 
solutions for the plastic deformation of porous materials
3
or to modify the conventional theory of plasticity for 
solid materials to accommodate the change of volume.
However, the author believes that there is considerable 
need and scope for further research in this field. The 
aim of the experimental programme and the analyses developed 
in this study is to further the understanding of the plastic 
behaviour of sintered billets during the forging process 
in general and simple upsetting in particular.
1.2 Literature Survey
The subject of powder metallurgy has been given extensive 
consideration in recent years and much effort has been 
directed to the study of a wide range of processes and 
manufacturing techniques, namely; powder production, 
powder compaction, sintering of the compacts, forging and 
heat treatment of the sintered compacts. The aim of this 
literature survey is to gather up-to-date information on 
the characteristics of sinter-forged materials. Most of 
the work which has been done so far has been concentrated 
on the mechanical properties of sintered components and 
their dependance on the level of porosity in the material. 
There have been some-attempts to analyse the plastic 
deformation of sintered materials'and to relate it to the 
existing plasticity theories with due consideration to the
4
densification which takes place during the forging process. 
Furthermore, a few theoretical attempts have been aimed to 
analyse theoretically the behaviour of porous materials 
during plastic deformation.
The bulk of this survey is concentrated mainly on three 
areas:-
1. Mechanical properties of sinter-forged materials.
2. Deformation characteristics of sintered materials.
3. Plasticity theories for porous materials.
1.2.1 Mechanical Properties of Sinter-Forged Materials
In the manufacturing of any metallic component, the mechanical 
properties are the major factor determining the material 
used and the shape and size of the component. For porous 
materials, the mechanical properties are highly dependent 
on the porosity level. The manufacturing technique for 
sintered components permits the incorporation of many 
subroutine processes that help in reducing the porosity level 
and improving the mechanical properties. The selection of 
these processes is dependent on the particular use of each 
component. Hence, most of the research carried out in this 
field has been concentrated on one or more of these processes.
5
This survey is confined to ferrous materials only.
While establishing the effects of some characteristics of 
the raw material, ie the powder particles, Bargainnier and 
Hirschhorn (1) observed no significant effect of the powder 
particle size on hot forging of steel except poor reproduc- 
ability of final density resulting from . fine powder. 
Later on, Hupmann (2) observed an increase in Charpy 
energy of the finer particle size of water atomized iron 
powder after being hot forged in a closed die in order to 
achieve a high degree of lateral flow. Hupmann (2) and 
Antes (3) found that atomized iron preforms densify to a 
higher rate than sponge iron preforms. Also when Antes 
added carbon to the iron powder in the range of 0.41-0.61% 
he noticed no effect on the rate of densification, but the 
load requirement to achieve a given density was increased. 
Antes and Stock (4) observed the same effect of carbon 
additions on yield strength in hot forging of steels; the 
impact strength was also increased at room temperature, but 
decreased once a fully martensitic structure was achieved. 
Zapf (5) tested the effect of the addition of 1-10% nickel 
in hot recompaction of iron compacts and found that nickel 
increases the ultimate tensile strength and hardness, but 
decreases elongation and electrical conductivity. Cundill,
6
Marsh and Ridal (6) investigated forged iron powders with 
a variety of additions of alloying elements and obtained 
properties comparable to low alloy steel forgings. They 
observed that blended iron alloys gave much higher tensile 
strength, ductility and impact resistance than those obtained 
from pre-alloyed iron. Obara et al (7) studied the cold 
forgeability of reduced electrolytic and atomized iron 
powders. The reduced powder exhibited the best results.
Amongst the factors which enhance densification is lubrication. 
Bargainnier and Hirschhorn (1) reported that lubrication 
increases the density from 92 to 96% and reduces ejection 
Toad by 30% in the closed die hot forging of steel powder. 
Araki, et al, (8) investigated friction at the tool-workpiece 
interface using the wedge indentation method and they concluded 
that the coefficient of friction for a porous material is 
lower than for a pore-free material.
Forging at high temperatures greatly promotes densification 
and forgeability of sintered materials. Huseby and Scheil (9) 
hot forged steel powder compacts and they observed that two 
ranges of favourable temperatures (730-915°C) and (1037-1148°C) 
exist. They also observed that material flow is good
at the lower range. Marx, Davies and Guest (10),
in their hot upset forging of sponge iron billets to 61%
reduction of height, showed that at 925°C excellent 
properties could be obtained. However, they recommended 
the temperature of 1100°C as the best choice for industrial 
application because the lower temperature is very critical 
and hence difficult to control. Later, Suzuki and 
Shimamura (11) hot forged three kinds of pure iron at 
temperatures from 900 to 1200°C and obtained better tensile 
strength at 1000°C and better impact resistance at higher 
temperatures and also recommended the temperature 1100°C 
as the optimum by using a high energy-rate forging machine. 
Furthermore, they related the increase of tensile and 
hardness strengths to the grain size, which is finest at 
1000°C, and the impact and elongation properties to the 
forged density. Similar results were obtained by Shah and 
Ramakrishnan (12) who also recommended heat treatment after 
forging in order to improve the properties. In fact, the 
lower range of forging temperature has another advantage 
when economics are concerned as mentioned by Huppmann (13).
He found that forging forces for iron powder preforms are 
very low below the Y to a transformation temperature. This 
means significant savings in heating, die wear and oxidation. 
Bargainnier and Hirschhorn (1) studied the possibility of 
combining sintering process with hot forging and thereby 
saving the reheating process. They could obtain the s.ame
8
results when forging at the higher temperature only (1100°C).
Also they noticed that surface cracking and oxygen levels 
were decreased and carburization depth increased. Maclean, 
Campbell and Dower (14, 15) investigated the difference in the 
properties of hot forged material depending upon whether it was 
sintered before hot forging or not. They could obtain comparable 
results to conventional materials by full sintering followed 
by either hot forging at 950°C with substantial deformation 
(30%) or by restriking at 1150°C with limited deformation 
(10%). They stated that for maximum impact resistance, full 
sintering must be employed. Also, when sintering is 
omitted and high tensile strength is required, very high 
forging temperatures (1150°C) must be reached.
The deformation which takes place as a result of forging
not only densities porous materials but may also result in
work hardening. Such deformation may induce compressive
stresses as well as tensile stresses which tend to open
the pores rather than closing them unless the material is
strong enough to sustain the tensile stress. Obara,
Nishino and Saito (7) studied the deformability of three
kinds of iron powder using forward, backward and complex
extrusion processes which induced gross deformation. They
could obtain satisfactory results and densities exceeding
99% at reductions higher than 60%. Bockstiegel and Bjork (16) x------------------------------------in a dissociated amonia atmosphere.
studied the influence of preform shape on material flow and 
residual porosity in hot forging of iron compacts and 
observed a good material flow when complicated shapes were 
considered and that simpler preform shapes jnay lead to 
better forgeability results, ie, lower load and higher 
density. Downey (17) carried out extensive investigation 
into the effect of preform shapes and modes of deformation 
on material flow and fracture. Aren (18) successfully hot 
forged iron preforms into a gear profile. Iron compacts 
are also adaptable to rolling. Billington, Fallas and 
Torabi (19) hot rolled iron compacts of three densities 
and concluded that there are three stages in deformation: 
restacking and rearrangement, local plastic deformation' 
and bulk plastic flow leading to grain elongation and 
recrystallization.
The main theme of most of the previous work was to achieve
a high density level when the forged material reached its
/
final shape. Huseby and Scheil (9) found that a forged 
density of steel above 98% is very important for ultimate 
properties. In their tests, ductility and notch bar impact 
strength dramatically increased near full density. 
Bargainnier and Hirschhorn (1) observed in hot forging of 
steel that carbon and oxygen levels decreased with an 
increase in density. Furthermore, near full density could
10
be achieved even under cold forging conditions. Antes (3) 
concluded that by simple uniaxial upsetting or plane-strain 
compression of atomized iron and steel preforms full density 
may be reached provided that the preform density is not too 
low. Also, for a low preform density the load required 
to achieve a given density will be increased. Furthermore, 
he observed that a linear relationship exists between preform 
density and final density for a fixed type and amount of 
straining.
It was mentioned earlier that the properties of sintered 
and sinter-forged porous materials are mainly a function 
of density. This was reported by Antes (3) and furthermore, 
he observed that the increase of hardness with density is 
at a higher rate with forged billets due to strain hardening. 
A higher increase in hardness was obtained by Bargainnier 
and Hirschhorn (1) with carbon additions to the iron powder. 
Also they observed that the resultant hardness levels were 
relatively insensitive to the experimental variables, such 
as particle size, preform density and forging temperature 
in closed die forging of steel to full density. The hardness 
values obtained are comparable to those of solid material.
Cundill et al (6 ), Suzuki and Shimamura (11) and Amato et 
al (2 0) forged a variety of sintered iron and steel and
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obtained comparable tensile strengths to those of solid 
counterparts either by hot forging, heat treatment or by 
using a good quality powder.
As for the property of impact resistance, it was improved 
by using finer powder particles (2), sintering at higher 
temperatures (21), and by deformation to full density (21, 22). 
Moyer (23, 24) reported a sharp increase in impact resistance 
when the density exceeded 98%, but it did not become equal 
to the impact resistance of wrought material (20). However, 
it decreased due to surface oxides (6) and oxygen contents 
in general (21). Antes and Stock (4) measured the impact 
and tensile strengths of hot powder metal formed Molybdenum 
steels and found them higher with upsetting than re-pressing, 
but ':ductility was the same for both.
1.2.2 Deformation Characteristics of Sintered Materials
The deformation mechanism of porous materials is mainly 
characterised by the closing up of pores which is the major 
difference from solid materials. There are two techniques 
to close up a pore, one by applying a hydrostatic stress 
only and thereby decreasing the volume of the pore but an 
infinite pressure would be required to eliminate it completely 
(25). The second mechanism is by combining shear stress
12
with the hydrostatic stress and as a result of this 
combination, pores flatten, and close during deformation. 
These two mechanisms are explained diagramatically as shown 
below.
PORE HYDROSTATICSTRESS
HYDROSTATIC
SHEAR
PORE STRESSES
The rate of densification is also affected by the kind of 
deformation (26). There are three basic kinds of deformation 
which,singly or combined, represent any forging process.
These are: uniaxial strain (repressing), biaxial strain 
(plain strain) and triaxial strain (upsetting). Therefore, 
densification is expected to be higher with the upsetting
13
process because flow is higher (27). Parts produced by 
repressing usually have up to 2% residual porosity (26).
The total amount of material flow has other advantages such 
as work hardening, directionality of grain structure and 
die filling.
Antes and Stock (4) and Moyer (23, 24) have clearly demonstrated 
that particle shear flow is indispensable for full toughness 
in powder forging, except with very low oxygen contents 
of the powder (28), and two causes are suggested (29):
a) Sliding contacts promote bonding across void 
surfaces by breaking oxide films,
b) Shear changes the geometry of voids, making 
them easier to collapse under compressive 
stresses. Both loose powders (30, 31) and 
sintered preforms (32) require much lower 
pressure to reach a given density if shear 
is enforced (27).
However, porous materials in general yield under lower 
stresses than fully dense materials. This is caused by 
the existence of porosity and by the nature of their grain 
structure prior to any deformation. Also, the
material can flow inward (densification) and outward
14
(deformation) at the same time. This character, has another 
advantage, which is the reduction of the hoop stresses at 
the free bulging surface, hence, allowing higher reduction 
of height before fracture. However, the optimum condition 
in forming a porous material is to achieve final shape and 
full density simultaneously. Achieving full density is 
very important for the optimum strength conditions as 
mentioned in the previous section. The data obtained by 
Antes (26) indicates that forgeability, ie material flow 
and densification, increases with increasing preform density. 
It also- indicates a trend of increasing forgeability with 
increasing temperature with the maximum forging temperature 
decreasing with decreasing density. Porous materials are 
very prone to oxidation at high forging temperature and 
oxidation decreases forgeability.
The ratio of the lateral strain to the axial strain in an 
uniaxial stress system is referred to as fPoissonfs ratio'.
The value of this ratio for solid materials during plastic 
deformation is equal to 0.5, where the constant volume 
assumption is valid. Therefore this value is expected to 
be less than 0.5 for porous materials due to the densification 
which takes place during deformation, ie for the same axial 
strain, the higher porosity billets deform laterally less 
than the lower porosity billets. When full density is
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approached, Poissonfs ratio becomes 0.5 (ref 17, 21, 22, 33). 
Downey (17) and El-Wakil (21) reported that Poisson!s ratio 
is only a function of the current density while Alkatib (33) 
and Hagerty (34) reported a decrease in Poissonfs ratio 
at the early stages of deformation up to about 25% reduction 
of height followed by a uniform increase until full density 
was reached. This behaviour indicates a higher densification 
rate at the beginning of compression immediately following 
an initial process of particle sliding and rearrangement 
(33).
Speed of compression affects lateral flow, and consequently 
Poisson's ratio, by way of influencing the mechanics of 
densification, ie the mechanics of pore closure. At. very 
low speeds (eg quasistatic compression) pore closure in the 
axial direction is accompanied with some degree of deformation 
in the lateral direction, hence densification and lateral 
flow proceed almost simultaneously. At higher speeds, 
conditions may be such that pore collapse is associated 
with little lateral deformation and consequently material may 
reach high relative density prior to being laterally deformed.
As impact speed increases, the stress level due to strain 
rate and inertia effects should also increase. Hence 
hydrostatic stresses induced into the system are increased
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which in turn enhances densification and decreases lateral 
strain. Also high impact speeds increase interface friction 
which in turn enhances barrelling, this partly counteracting 
the densification effects of deformation. Fischmeister (26) 
reported that cracking tendency has been assessed by hot 
torsion, tensile and bending tests, and by the amount of 
barrelling that produces cracks when forging cylinderical 
preforms between flat dies. It decreases with reduced and 
faster deformation,presintering, tool lubrication and with 
lower preform density, but increases with oxidation.
Downey and Kuhn (17, 35, 36) have developed a procedure to 
optimize preform dimensions for cylindrical forgings so as 
to allow maximum material flow while avoiding barrelling 
cracks, based on experimental and calculated (17) limit 
curves for crack formation. Another attempt to optimize 
the forging conditions of sintered sponge iron was carried 
out by Downey and Kuhn (66). They utilized a forming limit 
concept previously developed for cold forming of conventional 
materials (65). The approach involved comparison of surface 
strains, in the regions where fracture is likely to occur, 
with a fracture relationship for the material. It was found 
that fracture surface strains fit a linear relationship 
regardless of any other factors involved. Hence, when testing 
a model material, one can show how far from the focus the
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model fails or how much further the material can be safely 
strained. Accordingly, the designer can adjust the preform 
or the die shape, or the friction conditions in order to 
avoid further fracture and complete the forming process 
with maximum strain hardening where required.
Nagawa et al (62) examined the cold forgeability of sintered 
billets of reduced iron in seven forms at three initial 
density levels. In general, they successfully cold forged 
the material, especially at high density levels and through 
narrow cavities. This latter point is of more importance 
to the designer of sintered components. For example, 
backward extrusion to form a thick walled cylinder and forward 
extrusion into a small orifice were successfully carried 
out, but high forging forces were required which lead to 
high densification before die filling, while in cases 
where the material was extruded through a relatively large 
die cavity, internal bursts and external cracks were observed 
(33, 62, 64).
Deformation of sintered billets of non-axisymmetrical cross- 
sections such as square, rectangular, semi-circular and 
triangular is not yet properly explored. In the absence 
of geometrical symmetry, the effect of interface friction 
on material flow becomes variable and consequently the
18
analysis of stresses and strains becomes very complicated.
For this reason, fewer investigations have been carried out 
in this field on conventional materials and even less work 
has been carried out on porous materials.
An example of this work on solid materials is the investigation 
carried out by Aku, Slater and Johnson on plasticine to 
simulate the dynamic compression of prismatic blocks of hot 
metal (67). They forged prisms of the following shapes 
triangular, square, rectangular, square with central square 
hole and square with a square recess at one side. It appeared 
to them that the patterns for the cubes, the rectangular and 
triangular prisms were in agreement with Riedelfs theory (68), 
ie, the two dead metal zones or pressure cones transmit the 
compression force to the material and this transmission takes 
place in a circular form so that the corners of the specimen 
are only affected indirectly by radial extension. Similar 
flow patterns have been observed by Kurrein (69) during the 
deformation of cubes and rectangular sections of rolled iron, 
hot-forged by a drop hammer, and by Johnson et al (70) during 
the slow compression of rectangular blocks of tellerium-lead 
and aluminimum between very rough, parallel, overlapping 
platens.
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On porous materials, the author (33), in a previous invest­
igation has thrown some light on the progress of deformation 
for prismatic iron blocks of square, rectangular and cross­
shaped cross-sections during upsetting between smooth, 
parallel, overlapping platens with and without the use of 
lubricants. He plotted the progressive changes in profile 
and applied successfully the sand heap analogy to'predict 
compression loads.
1.2.3 Plasticity Theories for Porous Materials
There have been many attempts to formulate the stress-strain 
relationship which governs the plastic deformation of porous 
materials. These attempts can be classified into two groups. 
The first is purely mathematical and based on a number of 
assumptions and conditions. The second is based on the 
findings of some basic experimental relationships which 
describe the effect of densification on the stress-strain 
relationship known from conventional plasticity theories.
Mathematical solutions are developed from the attempts to 
analyse a uni-pore element which represents a single cell 
in a porous body. Often many assumptions have to be made 
to simplify the solution. Storozhevskii (37) presented a 
number of possible models and selected a parallelepiped 
cell with an ellipsoidal pore for his solution. He assumed
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that the volume of the porous body is made up of regular 
shaped elements or by their deformation (cubic, hexagonal, 
prism, rhombic dodeccahedron, cubic octahedron ...) which 
fill the space without any gap or super-impositions. Also 
he assumed that all the pores have the same shape and size 
and are evenly distributed. Furthermore, model and pore 
have the same centre of mass (central single-pore model) 
and the cross-sections for which a solution by the relative 
relaxation method (38) was determined, are parallel to the 
co-ordinate planes. Kreher and Schopf (39) studied the 
relationship between the hydrostatic pressure and the mean 
pore volume of a porous body of a homogeneous non strain- 
hardening material with spherical holes. Applying Tresca’s 
yield condition to the solid part with a yield stress in 
tension at a quasistatic loading condition and by using a 
self consistent method, results comparable to experiments 
were obtained. This method considers the interaction 
between different pores unlike the work carried out by Chu 
and Hashin (40) in which they suggested a composite sphere 
model where the pressure is acting at infinity and the 
material is composed of hollow spheres of constant material/ 
pore volume ratio. On the basis of plasticity theory and using a 
Polytropic force relationship, Dorofeev (41) calculated the 
density distribution in powder blanks during dynamic hot 
free upsetting. He assumed the cylindrical blank to be a
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composite of concentric cylindrical shells and claimed that 
the formula obtained gave good agreement with experimental 
data. Further description of the densification of a 
porous body during plastic deformation with allowance for 
work hardening was attempted by Skorokhod and Martynova (42) 
on two basis:--
a) The mechanics of plasticity using a spherically 
symmetrical matrix model for a porous body and
b) The root mean square viscous strains and stresses 
using a statistical model for a porous body.
The values of stresses obtained using the first method were 
higher than the second one. Mori, et al, (43) applied the 
rigid plastic finite element method for the analysis of 
forming of porous materials to predict the density distribution 
in axi-symmetric upsetting and plane-strain distribution. 
Equivalent stress and strain rate values given by empirical 
equations obtained•from experiments were used in the solution. 
Haynes (44) investigated the effect of porosity on tensile 
strength of sintered materials in an attempt to establish 
a yield criterion for a minimum acceptable ductility where 
the least-highly stressed parts of a material should not 
exceed their yield point before the most highly stressed
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parts reach their fracture stress. He derived a quantitative 
expression relating the yield stress/tensile strength ratio 
of the matrix material to the limiting porosity content. 
Applying the upper bound approach on a porous matrix of 
idealized geometry, Kahlow and Avitzur (45) investigated 
analytically (and experimentally) the effects of voids and 
their characteristics on the minimum effective pressure to 
initiate a permanent void volume change. Also, Shima, et al, 
(46) derived an upper bound solution and utilized it to 
estimate an approximate extrusion pressure and a final 
density ratio in a plane-strain condition.
The second group of solutions for the plastic deformation 
of porous materials ignores the geometrical analysis of 
cells and voids and instead is based on the empirical 
relationships between porosity and stress-strain character­
istics of the sintered material during plastic deformation. 
The yield stress of porous materials (Yo) is less than the 
yield stress of the solid matrix (Y) and with densification 
it increases until full density is reached. Hence, Yo is 
a function of Y. Also, densification is usually accompanied 
by deformation of the solid matrix and consequently work 
hardening takes place which adds to the strength of the 
material. Furthermore, densification indicates that the 
hydrostatic stress component has an effect on yielding and
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is a function of porosity too. Therefore, any yield criterion 
for porous materials should consider the aforementioned 
parameters. The conventional yield criterion by Von Mises 
states that 'yielding is a function of the second invariant 
of stress tensor only', and by including porosity functions, 
a modified relationship can be obtained. Along these lines 
investigators have recently proposed yield criteria for 
sintered materials. These criteria will be reviewed in some 
detail in a separate chapter and will be compared with the 
experimental results of the present investigation in an 
attempt to testify their applicability.
1.3 Objectives of the Present Work
The ultimate objective of this work is to provide the designer 
of sintered preforms for forging with the basic information 
about the physical and technical characteristics of the 
sintered iron preform and the processing variables respectively. 
Also to develop a theoretical solution for the basic modes 
of plastic deformation of porous material. Accordingly the 
programme is set to:-
1. Examine the effect of sintering time and temperature 
on the mechanical properties of the sintered billet 
before and after upsetting and on the flow and fracture 
characteristics.
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2. Examine the effect of the sintered billet dimensions 
on flow and fracture at different friction conditions.
3. Examine the flow behaviour in some basic modes of 
deformation and determine the fracture limit.
4. Present useful nomograms of practical importance 
to the designer of sinter-forged components.
5. Modify the conventional Von-Mises theory of plasticity 
for solid materials by introducing porosity and 
work-hardening factors.
6. Modify the numerical analysis solution of M S J Hashmi 
for predicting boundary conditions of upset specimens 
and apply it to sintered materials.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND TEST PIECE PREPARATION
2.1 Materials
2.1.1 Powder
It was intended in this project to carry out the work on 
a powder mixture comparable to a mild steel wrought material 
and this was achieved by mixing pre-determined ratios of 
iron powder and natural graphite, no other alloying elements 
being added. Atomized iron powder, type AHC100.29, was 
chosen because of its high compressibility and purity and 
was mixed in a double cone mixer for a period of two hours 
with 0.25 mass% natural graphite. On sintering this gave 
a combined carbon content of approximately 0.2 mass% as 
shown in Figure (3.2).
The physical and chemical properties of the two powders are 
as shown in Table (2.1).
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2.1.2 Lubricant s
The following lubricants were used at different stages of 
the test programme
(i) • Zinc stearate powder, 3 mass%, suspended in benzene 
(C^ 97 mass%, for die wall lubrication during
the compaction process.
(ii) Polytetra fluorethylene (PTFE) sheets (teflon) of
0.125 mm thickness to achieve frictionless conditions 
in the compression of sintered billets.
(iii) Natural graphite powder, 20 mass%, suspended in
benzene, 80 mass%, for the compression of sintered 
billets under friction conditions comparable to those 
encountered in commercial forging practice.
(iv) Tallow die lubricant for the closed die forging 
tests.
2.2 Tools
2.2.1 Powder Mixing Tools
A stainless steel double cone mixer of 1.25 1 capacity was 
designed and manufactured for mixing the graphite powder 
with the iron powder. The rotating chuck of a cylinder 
grinding machine was used to hold the mixer and rotate it
at a speed of 40 rpm. Figure (2.1) shows a photograph of 
the mixer.
2.2.2 Powder Compaction Tools
The compaction units used in the present investigations
are shown in Figure (2.2). These were designed to produce
compacts with diameters of 15, 20 and 25 mm and with heights
up to 40 mm. These diameters were dictated by the capacity
of the existing compression machines, especially the 1000 kN
Denison testing press. The larger unit was designed to
produce compacts which could be machined to prismatic
billets of various shapes but having cross-sectional areas
equal to those produced by the smaller unit. This area,
2chosen for both types of billets, was 314 mm . All units 
were of the floating die type, thus producing conditions 
of double end compaction. During compaction, the cylinder 
is initially supported by a rigid base which is removed 
after slightly pressurizing the powder which in turn holds 
the compression cylinder in position. The compression 
cylinders for all units and the punches were made of a 
high carbon, high chromium tool steel, hardened and tempered 
to 60 Rockwell C scale. For each unit, a mild steel ejection 
base in conjunction with the compression cylinder and the 
upper punch was used for the ejection of the compacts.
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2.2.3 Sintering Unit
A special furnace was built to cater for the sintering 
prescribed for this experimental programme. This furnace, 
shown in Figure 2.3(a), was heated by means of four crystolon 
(silicon-carbide) heating elements positioned around and 
parallel to the central tube as shown in Figure 2.3(b).
The elements were connected in series and supplied with 
power from a 240 volt AC supply. The nominal length of the 
zone was 710 mm and on calibration it was found that a 
uniform temperature could be maintained over a 230 mm length 
of this zone. Temperatures up to 1300°C were recorded.
The furnace temperature was monitored by a thermocouple 
(13% platinum-radium) which was in contact with the outer 
surface of the central tube at the centre of the furnace 
and connected to an energy regulator and temperature 
controller. The energy regulator was used to reduce the 
heating up speed to one hour for the first 1000°C. The 
temperature controller was used to maintain the temperature 
at one level within + 2°C. A second thermocouple was used 
to measure and calibrate the temperature inside the combustion 
tube. The combustion tube was inserted inside the central 
tube and projected outside each end by 76 mm so that wet 
tissues could be wound around it for maintaining these ends 
at lower temperatures. The two ends of the combustion tube
were fitted with insulation brick inserts and then plugged 
with rubber bungs. Bottled 5% hydrogen in argon gas mixture 
can then be introduced at one end of the tube and allowed 
to pass through the furnace, leaving through a needle tube 
inserted through the rubber bung at the other end. The 
needle tube in turn is then connected to a fine tube which 
leads into a water jar. This technique was very effective 
in maintaining a controlled atmosphere inside the combustion 
tube at a very small flow rate of the expensive gas. After 
charging each batch of compacts to be sintered, the gas 
was allowed to pass through at a high flow rate to replace 
the air inside the combustion tube, then the second end is 
plugged. To protect the two rubber bungs from burning, long 
tissue papers were wound around the two ends of the combustion 
tube and suspended so that their ends dipped in jars of 
water beneath them. Again this technique proved very useful 
in maintaining the two ends at comparatively low temperatures. 
All these arrangements are shown in Figure (2.3,a).
2.2.4 Compression Machines and Tools
The following compression machines, special dies and fixtures 
were used at various stages of the present investigations
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Compression Machines: Two standard testing machines were
used. The first was a 1000 kN Denison Universal Testing 
Machine and the second was a 2500 kN Denison Press Model 
T.l.A machine. This second machine was used for the closed 
die forging tests. For tests carried out on both machines, 
the load readings were taken directly from the press dial 
and the displacement readings were taken by a dial gauge 
fitted on to the base and operated by the upper ram.
Tools: All forging tools and dies were manufactured from
a high carbon, high chromium, tool steel with a ground 
finish for all surfaces to be in contact with the billets 
during testing. These tools are listed as follows
1. Two upsetting discs.
2. Two recessed discs with a 20 mm diameter x 5 mm
deep recess at their centres.
3. Four hollow discs. Two with 10 mm diameter holes 
and the other with 12 mm diameter holes. For each 
pair, four entry radii of 1,2,3 and 4 mm were machined.
4. Triangular Cross-Section Forging Die Set
' The set is composed of two punches and a compound
compression chamber as shown in Figure (2.4). The
inner part of the cylinder was made from hardened tool
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steel material and a triangular cavity was cut using 
an electric discharge machine which used a spark 
erosion technique. The inner circle diameter of 
the triangular cavity is just above 20 mm and its 
height is 50 mm.
5. Multi-Cavity Forging Die Set
The set is composed of six pairs of punches, three 
pairs of profile inserts, three pairs of cavity 
divider inserts and a compound holder, as shown in 
Figure (2.5). Six combinations of cavity profiles 
can be obtained with this set. These combinations 
are shown in Table (2.2). The central cylindrical 
cavity was designed to take specimens of 20 mm 
diameter and up to 30 mm in height. The punches 
were machined using a numerically controlled milling 
machine.
2.3 Measurements
Generally, all the dimensional measurements were taken 
using a 0.01 mm micrometer and a 0.05 mm vernier. Weighing 
was carried out using a balance (Ohouse 310 g) accurate 
to 0.01 gm. This balance has an adjustable arm on which a 
beaker can be placed for the purpose of weighing suspended
specimens while immersed in water. The reduction in height 
of the test pieces during upsetting was controlled by using 
a 0.01 mm displacement dial gauge mounted on the press.
For measuring the profile of the test piece during upsetting 
and for obtaining the deformation pattern, the test piece 
surfaces were inscribed with a 2mm square grid, then a 
photograph of the test piece was taken at each step of 
compression using FP4 films of 120 ASA(see Figure (4.3)).
Impact, hardness and tensile fracture strength tests were 
carried out on specimens after sintering and also after 
deforming the specimen.
For impact tests, an Avery Izod impact testing machine of 
13.56 Joules capacity was utilized. This machine was only 
suitable for testing test pieces of 12.5 mm x 12.5 mm 
cross-section, since the impact test pieces which could 
be machined from the sintered billets were very small, a 
special specimen holder was made to replace the original one. 
The dimensions of the impact test piece were proportionally 
reduced from the standard ones. These dimensions are shown 
in F igure (2. 6).
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In measuring the Vickers hardness number, machine loads of 
5 and 10 kg were used for sintered and deformed conditions 
respectively. A set of vices were used to hold and 
position the specimens. The number of test points on each 
specimen was dependent on its size and they were generally 
2 to 4 mm apart. Vickers hardness testing was found to give 
more consistent hardness values than standard Rockwell 
hardness testing.
For tensile tests a Hounsfield Tensometer and an Instron 1112A
testing machine were used. The load was continuously recorded
on a chart and the measurements were then read off the chart.
The tensile test specimens were machined from billets before
and after deformation and their dimensions shown in Figure
2.7, were dictated by the available sizes of chucks, the
size of the billet and the ease of machining.
2.4 Test Piece Preparation
2.4.1 Powder Compaction
Compacts were prepared by firstly lubricating the die cavity 
and punch faces (die wall lubrication) using a spray of 
zinc stearate in benzene (section 2.1.2) and then left to 
dry. Meanwhile a pre-determined quantity of powder was 
weighed to an accuracy of + 0.01 g. The die was assembled 
on the die holder and the powder was poured in the die 
cavity and tapped by hand. The upper punch was inserted
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in the die and the whole assembly was placed at the centre 
of the press. The compression load was then applied (up to 
about 10 kN and then released in order to allow the die 
holder to be removed, then re-applied) gradually until the 
level for the required density was reached. The load was 
held at this value for five seconds and then released.
The die holder assembly was replaced by the ejection base, 
the load was gradually re-applied, and the ejection load was 
noted.
After each compaction run, the die cavity wall and punch 
faces were thoroughly cleaned and inspected for signs of 
distortion or deterioration. The lubrication was re-applied 
and the whole process repeated.
The dimensions of the compact were measured to an accuracy
of + 0.01^mm and used for density calculations. With the
aid of displacement dial gauge, compacts of heights to an
accuracy of + 0.02 mm could be reproduced. Compacts having
-3densities outside + 0.05 kN.m of the desired values were 
rejected, and it was noticed that about 5% of the compacts 
had to be rejected. Figure 2.9 shows the compaction pressure- 
densification characteristics of the powder.
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2.4.2 Sintering
In general, batches of 10 compacts were sintered at 1120°C 
and held for 60 minutes at temperature using the controlled 
atmosphere furnace described earlier in section 2.2.2.
The compacts were allowed to cool to room temperature inside 
the furnace. The flow of the hydrogen-argon gas mixture 
was maintained during the whole cycle of heating, soaking 
and cooling.
The weight and dimensions of each sintered compact were noted 
after grinding the two ends of each billet (sec 2.4.3).
From these measurements the density for each billet 
(sintered compact) was calculated and regarded as the basic 
value. There was a small change in density due to sintering, 
although there was a slight shrinking in volume,this was partly 
counterbalanced by a 0.1 mass% loss of carbon.
2.4.3 Machining
Whenever required, billets were machined without using any 
coolant. All the sintered billets were initially ground 
to ensure parallel and clean ends and an equal height.
The compacts were produced with an extra height of 0.2 mm 
to cater for this grinding operation.
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Further machining was carried out to produce
1. Impact test pieces (Figure 2.6) in the axial 
direction of the sintered billets and in the 
lateral direction of the upset billets with their 
narrow sides in the vertical direction.
2. Tensile test pieces (Figure 2.7) in the axial 
direction of the sintered billets and in the 
lateral direction of the upset billets.
3. Hardness test pieces by sectioning the billet 
exactly at its centre in the axial direction and 
then grinding it. Also grinding a 3 mm wide strip 
along the curved surface of the test piece and
in parallel to the sectioned surface.
4. Prismatic test pices of square, rectangular and 
triangular cross-sections. It was ensured that 
these test pieces were obtained from the central 
position of the sintered billets, where possible, 
by machining equal parts from all sides as shown 
in Figure 2.8.
2.4.4 Metallographic Examination
Sectioned specimens in the sintered and upset conditions were
polished and etched in 2% nital and photographs of the grain
structure were taken.
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Fig (2.2) Three compaction units with two ejection holders and one assembly base 
Each unit comprises a compaction cylinder, an upper punch and a lower punch
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Fig (2.3b) End view of the sintering furnace 
Fig (2.3c) A photographic view of the furnace
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Fig (2.4) Triangular cavity die set
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Fig (2.5) Multi-cavity forging die set
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Fig (2.6) Impact Testpiece (Scale 2:1 mm)
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Fig (2.7) Tensile testpieces (a) flat
(b) cylindrical(Scale 2:1 mm)
Pig (2.8) Prismatic testpieces, machined 
from the centre of cylindrical billets 
(scale 1:1)
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Fig (2.9) Green density-compaction stress relationship 
of atomised iron powder, using floating dies technique 
with die wall lubrication
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CHAPTER 3
SINTERING CONDITIONS AND ASPECT RATIO
3.1 Introduction
Sintering is one of the major steps in the production of 
sintered components and it has considerable effect on the 
mechanical properties of such components since it influences 
the degree of diffusion between powder particles, the grain 
size and the status of alloys and phases of the material.
In a controlled furnace atmosphere, the main two sintering 
parameters are time and temperature. The effect of increasing 
sintering time and temperature on the mechanical properties 
of sintered components have been reported in detail in 
references (10, 53-57). However, the effects of sintering 
time and temperature on the deformation characteristics 
and forged properties of sintered components need yet to be 
fully examined. For this purpose a wide range of sintering 
times (15, 30 60 and 120 minutes) and temperatures (900,
950, 1000, 1050, 1100 and 1200°C) were selected and the 
metallurgical and mechanical properties were examined before, 
during and after the upsetting process. Low and high density 
compacts were subjected to various mechanical and metallurgical 
tests to obtain data related to densification, lateral flow, 
fracture limit, Izod impact, toughness, fracture tensile
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stress, Vickers hardness,grain structure, carbon in solution 
and level of oxygen content.
While sintering time and temperature are process variables, 
the aspect ratio of a sintered compact is a physical property 
of great importance. In forging of solid materials, where 
volume constancy is applicable, the higher the aspect 
ratio. , the more the material has to flow to achieve a given 
final aspect ratio . For sintered materials, densification 
takes place during the forging process, hence, for a given 
final aspect ratior., the initial aspect ratio must be higher 
than that for the solid material of the same initial diameter. 
But changing the height and diameter results in changing 
the frictional effect between the specimen and the platens 
which consequently affects the densification mechanisms, 
the degree of bulging and barrelling of the free surface, 
the distance between the dead metal zones and the tendency 
to buckling.
Possibly for sintered materials, it is more important to 
state the lowest initial density (highest aspect ratio) 
from which the metal may be forged successfully without 
causing any fracture.
Therefore, it was planned to investigate in detail the 
effects of aspect ratio on upsetting specimens at room 
temperature of three initial densities (70, 80 and 90%) 
and seven aspect ratios (0.5, 0.626. 0.832, 0.993, 1.331,
1.754 and 2.326) at two interface friction conditions 
(graphite and no-lubricant).
3.2 Test Procedure and Results
3.2.1 Sintering Conditions
Using the 25 mm compaction unit, 25.2 mm long compacts 
at density levels of 70% and 90% were prepared and subsequently 
sintered at six temperatures (900, 950, 1000, 1050, 1100 
and 1200°C) using four different soaking periods (15, 30,
60 and 120 minutes) at each temperature. Each specimen 
was then ground at both ends to achieve the same height 
(25 mm) and degree of end surface finish. These specimens 
were quasistatically upset at room temperature between 
polished flat platens with and without the use of 0.125 mm 
thick PTFE sheets as lubricant. When upsetting with lubricant 
the loading was interrupted to introduce a new PTFE sheet 
at equal intervals of reduction in height corresponding to 
the logarithmic axial strain of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 mm etc).
Records of load, current height and diameter obtained from 
these tests are shown in Table (3.1). During upsetting with
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no lubricant, however, the tests were carried out un-interrupted 
until surface fracture could be detected by the naked eye.
Thus, maximum reduction was limited by fracturing of the 
specimen which indicates the effect of sintering conditions.
The resultant data is included in Table (3.1). Figure (3.1) 
shows a photograph of a typical sample of a fractured 
specimen upset without using a lubricant and a typical sample 
upset using PTFE sheets as a lubricant. Chemical analysis 
was carried out on samples machined from the sintered specimens 
in order to obtain carbon and oxygen levels at various 
sintering conditions. These results are shown in Figure 
(3.2).
The fracture tensile stress and the impact toughness of the 
specimens were obtained as described in section 2.3 and the 
results are shown in Table (3.2).
For hardness measurements, a very lengthy test procedure 
was undertaken. A Vickers hardness testing machine was used 
to determine the hardness on the end-faces, sides and mid­
longitudinal section of the sintered and upset specimens 
. (see section 2.4.3). The resultant hardness values varied 
consistently in three zones (A, B and C) on each sintered 
specimen. These zones are illustrated in Figure (3.3) 
together with their hardness values versus sintering
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temperatures. For upset specimens, such variation could 
not be observed and therefore the hardness measurements 
at the longitudinal cross-section were considered in this 
study and are included in Table (3.2) alongside those 
obtained from zone B for the sintered condition.
3.2.2 Aspect Ratio
The specimens were prepared using the three die compaction 
sets, hence, three initial diameters (15, 20 and 25 mm) 
were employed, and by changing the height of the compact, 
a large number of aspect ratios were obtained. The main 
parameters involved in determining the heights were the 
constant mass and the initial density at different aspect 
ratios. The volume of the specimens of 15 mm diameter x 
35 mm height, 20 mm diameter x 20 mm height and 25 mm 
diameter x 12.5 mm height worked out to be nearly the same. 
Based on these heights, further specimens were prepared 
in order to investigate the effect of diameter at constant 
height and density, and the effect of height at constant 
diameter and density on deformation characteristics and 
fracture. All the compacts were sintered at 1100°C for 
60 minutes. Most of the tests were carried out by upsetting 
the specimens to different reductions of height between 
polished flat dies without using a lubricant. The results 
are shown in Table (3.3) and a photographic comparison of
the profiles at various stages of compression is shown in 
Figure 3.13. Other tests were carried out by upsetting 
the specimens to fracture between polished flat dies with 
graphite as a lubricant and the'results are shown in Table 
3.4. For all these tests, at least two initial densities 
were considered. For upset specimens the maximum diameter 
was considered in the calculation of the final aspect ratio, 
since it represents the optimum lateral flow in closed die 
forging.
3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 Effect of Sintering Conditions
Study of the behaviour of sintered specimens before and 
after upsetting should indicate the effects of sintering 
time and temperature on deformation characteristics and 
mechanical properties. It is well established that during 
the sintering process, diffusion takes place at contact 
areas between powder particles. Additionally, there are 
rounding of pores, relief of internal stresses, grain growth, 
and in mixtures of iron and graphite, carbon alloying and 
carbon and oxygen losses. Most of these reactions would 
improve sintered properties if sintering time and temperature 
were to increase (53-57).
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Upon examination of Figure (3.4), the yield stress of the 
sintered specimens is found to increase with sintering 
temperatures of up to 1100°C. This increase in yield 
stress may be attributed to the above mentioned diffusion 
and other factors. However, for sintering temperatures in 
excess of 1100°C as seen from Figure (3.4) a decrease in 
yield stress is evident. This softening is probably due 
to the grain growth (illustrated in Figure 3.5(c)) and 
increasing depletion of carbon and oxygen (shown in Figure 
3.2(a) and (b)). Consequently, upsetting stresses were 
highest for sintering temperatures at around 1100°C as shown 
in Figure(3.7i This suggests that resistance to deformation 
is greatest corresponding to this sintering temperature.
It may be noted that many investigators (4, 10, 58) have 
chosen to sinter iron compacts at around 1100°C to achieve 
optimum properties.
Stress-strain diagrams obtained from simple upsetting tests 
illustrate the resistance of the material to deformation. 
Figure (3.6) shows such stress-strain diagrams and it is 
evident from this figure that, the effect of sintering 
time on the deformation resistance is relatively insignificant 
and follows no definite trend. However, for a given density 
the resistance to deformation is seen to increase with strain 
in a consistent manner with each sintering temperature.
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This statement may be supported by the fact that the slopes 
of the curves passing through the same temperature points 
within an envelope remains nearly unchanged. In other 
words, the rate of increase in the deformation resistance 
is unaffected by sintering temperature. This increase is 
attributed to densification and work hardening. It is 
evident from Figure(3.7)that, for a particular axial strain 
the deformation resistance represented by the upsetting stress 
is maximum at around 1100°C for both densities. At a particular 
axial strain of 0.6 the effect of sintering temperature on 
densification, as presented in Figure (3.8) which shows that 
for initial densities of 70% and 90% the average increase 
in the relative densities over the whole range of temperatures 
due to upsetting is around 16 and 8 percent respectively.
However, the curves do not show any maximum values at 1100°C 
in contrast to what has been evident in Figures (3.4) and 
(3.7). The relative densities obtained at 1200°C are seen 
•to be higher than that at 1100°C. This behaviour is thought 
to be due to the mechanics of deformation in upsetting of 
porous materials. Here, densification and deformation may 
be said to take place either by sliding of powder particles 
or by collapse of pores. The first situation which occurs 
where the welds between the particles are weak as compared 
to the strength of the matrix, and the latter takes place
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where the welds are reasonably stronger. The strength of 
these junctions between particles increases with sintering 
time and temperature as a structure of grains with normal 
grain boundaries develops but still containing porosity at 
the grain boundaries. Collapse of pores promotes densification, 
hence the continuous rise of density for sintering temperatures 
even in excess of 1100°C, and the corresponding decrease 
in lateral flow as shown in the same Figure(3.8).
The effect of sintering temperature and time on deformation 
to fracture is shown in Figure (3.9). It is clearly evident 
that for higher sintering temperatures and longer times, 
greater reductions in height are obtained before fracture 
initiates. It is also evident from Figure(3.9)that reductions 
of height ranging between 40% and 50% were possible without 
causing any fracture.
To determine the basic properties of the sintered and the 
upset compacts over the whole range of temperatures employed 
in this investigation, tests were carried out to determine the 
fracture tensile stress, impact toughness and hardness of 
the material.
From Figure (3.10) it is seen that the fracture tensile 
stress for both densities increases with sintering temperature 
irrespective of whether the specimens were upset or not. The
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increase in fracture tensile stress, however, is more 
significant in the case of upset specimens and also with 
the specimens of higher initial densities. This indicates 
how sensitive the fracture tensile stress is to initial 
density and sintering temperature and consequently to the 
contact area between the powder particles. Initial density 
is a measure of the degree of contact between powder particles, 
and sintering temperature influences pore shape and grain 
boundary formation, pores becoming more rounded and less 
deleterious with the higher sintering temperatures.
The variation of impact toughness with sintering temperature, 
as shown in Figure (3.11), shows that impact toughness 
increases with temperature almost in the same manner as 
the fracture stress does. Here, it may be noted that the 
impact toughness for upset specimens is always lower than 
that for sintered ones. This behaviour might be reasoned as due 
to the fact that the material’s hardness increases with 
deformation and consequently the material’s toughness decreases. 
Also, the cross-section of the pore after upsetting becomes 
highly elongated with sharp tips acting as stress-raisers 
as shown diagrammatically on page 1.1 3 as an example 
and these, consequently, enhance fracture. Therefore, if 
full density is not reached by upsetting, as in the present 
case, the impact toughness would decrease. However, a sharp
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increase of impact toughness at full density was reported 
by Downey (17) and Moyer (24).
It was found that hardness values varied slightly over the
surfaces of the specimen, therefore, average values were
taken in Figure(3.12) which shows that hardness increases
due to upsetting, indicating the effect of densification
and work hardening. However, in contrast to the effect of
sintering temperature on the other properties, sintering
temperature did not significantly affect hardness values
for both the sintered and upset specimens. This is possible
since hardness should decrease with grain growth, carbon
losses and stress relief, whilst it would increase due to
carbon alloying (pearlite structure) and rounding of pores
«$*(stronger structure). The combined effect of these reactions 
may maintain the hardness of the material at the same level 
throughout the temperature range employed.
3.3.2 Effect of Aspect Ratio
The results presented in Figure (3.14), (a) to (c) show
the variation of the fracture strain of the upset specimens
with initial density, height and diameter respectively.
Figure 3.14(a) shows a substantial increase in the permissible
lateral strain before fracture occurs with the increase in the
initial relative density values from 70 to 90%. The largest
* as seen in Figure 3.5 (c).
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lateral strain before fracture is obtained for the highest 
aspect ratio at all density levels. Also the rate of 
increase in lateral strain is highest with the highest initial 
aspect ratio. This behaviour could be clarified further by 
splitting the effects of initial height from initial diameter 
as shown in Figures (3.14 (b)) and (3.14 (c)) respectively 
where the lateral strain has increased with the increase of 
initial height and with decrease of initial diameter. Both 
of these conditions are represented by the highest initial 
aspect ratio in this series of tests. Consequently, the 
double effect led to a higher rate of rise of lateral strain 
at fracture in Figure (3.14 (a)). The results presented in 
Figure (3.14) were obtained from single tests.
Figures (3.15) (a) and (b) show the variation of axial strain 
with aspect ratio for initial densities of 70 and 90 percent, 
respectively. The limiting axial strain before fracture 
occurs, is also shown in these figures. This graphical 
information should be of use in design considerations for 
sintered components. Accordingly the following empirical 
relations were obtained for 90 and 70 percent densities 
using a statistical regression analysis of the experimental 
data.
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For 90% e a =  0.147 (ARo/AR)1,44 .............  (1)
For 70% ea = 0.144 (ARo/AR)1,7 ..... .......  (2)
In these equations, ea is the axial strain, ARo and AR 
are the initial and current aspect ratios respectively.
The variation of upsetting stress with current relative 
density at different reductions of height and-different 
aspect ratios is shown in Figure 3.16. It is evident 
that for given initial density, the effect of aspect ratio 
on the stress is rather insignificant. The experimental 
data in Figure (3.16) may be represented by means of an 
empirical relationship of the form:
1:98-0.73 11.59 po
a = 629.3 Pq p . . . . . .  (3).
where o denotes the upsetting stress, po and p are the 
initial and final relative densities respectively.
In Figure (3.17) the upsetting stress is plotted against 
the axial strain for various aspect ratios. It is seen 
thatahigher upsetting stress is required for lower aspect 
ratios regardless of initial density.
Finally, the relationship between the initial and final 
aspect ratios over the entire experimental range is shown 
in Figure (3.18), where the solid lines represent the
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following equations:
ARo = 0.21 for Po = 90% (4)
3 ARARo = 0.26 e f for P o = 7 0 % .........  (5)
where ARo and AR^ are initial and final aspect ratios 
respectively.
Comparing the computed results with the experimental data, 
it is seen from Figures (3.15), (3.16) and (3.18) that the 
empirical equations represent remarkably well the 
characteristics which include the variables such as the 
initial and final aspect ratios, axial strain, upsetting 
stress and initial and final relative densities of the 
sintered specimens.
With graphite as lubricant, deformation generally improved, 
hence, lower final aspect ratios could be achieved in 
comparison with the unlubricated case, as shown in Figure 
(3.18). The effect of graphite in these particular tests 
is comparable to the effect of increasing initial density 
from 70% to 90%, ie, the behaviour of 90% initial density 
specimens upset without a lubricant is comparable to the 
behaviour of the 70% initial density upset with graphite 
as a lubricant. Porous materials, in general, react
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favourably with lubrication and the present tests are no 
exception. This characteristic adds to the versatility 
of using porous materials in forging processes.
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ABLE (3.1a), UPSETTING RESULTS FOR 70% INITIAL RELATIVE DENSITY
int-ringemp
C
SINTERING TIME - MINUTES
15 30 60 120
Load
kN
Height
mm
Dia­
meter
mm
Load
kN
Height
mm
Dia­
meter Load
kN
Height
mm.
Dia­
meter
mm '
Load
kN mm
Height’ Dia­meter
00
. 23 90.4 147 
219 215
24.8520.35
16.7
13.6314.41
25.1126.7928.67
30.88
23.5
H144
215
212
24.8520.36
16.67
13.1614.42
25.11
26.7928.7030.82
24.5
88146216221
24.85
20.3516.65
13.6314.26
25.1126.8028.72
30.74
22,5- 88 • 
146 217 220
24.80
20.3016.60
13.61
14.26
25.10,26.82
28.72
30.78
50
23.587.5 143 211 210
24.87
20.3516.6713.67 14.52
25.10
26.7928.7130.69
23.587142.5
212
212
24.90
20.38
16.6913.6314.57
25.10
26.8128.7230.72
2489146217
224
24.90
20.3816.6913.6614.24
25.0526.7228.61
30.59
23.586
141.5209
222
24.9020.40
16.6913.6814.22
25.1126.75
28.6330.57
*
000
26
99159
235225
24.86
20.3616.6713.66
14.41
25.1126.78 28.66
30.79
25.596157
233234
24.86 20.36 16.66 
13.65 14.18;
25.1126.7828.62
30.70
25.597
159235227
24.85
20.3516.6613.64
14.49
25.0926.77
28.6330.80
25.594.5 156 
231 259
24.85
20.3516.6513.6413.71
25.0926.7628.61
30.71
*
050
**
25.596.5 156.5 235 241
24.8820.3916.72
13.64
14.05
25.11
26.7828.6530.61
2694155229.5232
24.8820.3816.6513.6414.47
25.1026.7628.67
30.64
25.592.5 152.5 229 248
24.89
20.3916.71
13.6314.09
25.10
26.7628.6230.58
25.595.5 156.3 235 259
24.8920.3716.6913.6413.68
25.1026.77
28.62
30.63
*
100
25.594160236
232
24.8920.3916.6813.66
14.60
25.11
26.7828.6630.65
25.596158233248
24.8920.3716.6713.6514.00
25.1126.77
28.6330.59
25.595158237256
24.89
20.3716.6813.65
13.83
25.02
26.6628.4830.43
25.5
93.5 156 
233 
253
24.8820.37
16.6813.64
13.81
25.09
26.7628.58
30.53
*
200
25.595.4159236
256
24.9020.3916.6913.67
13.75
25.11 26.75 28. 59 
30.53
25.598156234
256
24.89
20.11
16.6713.6313.74
25.0026.7828.5430.43
25.592.3154.5231
258
24.8820.3616.6713.6413.70
25.0826.7428.56
30.48
26
93155.5232
264
24.9020.3916.6913.6613.60
25.0826.72
28.5530.45
Yielding Starts
Upsetting without a lubricant till fracture.
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TABLE (3.1b) UPSETTING RESULTS FOR 90% INITIAL RELATIVE DENSITY
Sint­ering SINTERING TIME - MINUTES
r
Temp.
°C 15 30 60 120
Load Height Dia­
meter
Load Height Dia­
meter Load Height
Dia­
meter Load
Height Dia­meter
kN mm mm kN mm mm kN mm mm kN mm mm
•* 114 24.88 25.15 111 24.88 25.15 121 24.89 25.15 114 24.89 25.14
185- 20.37 27.39 186 20.36 27.40 185 20.38 27.38 186 20.38 27.3800 280 16.68 29.92 280 16.69 29-.92 280 16.68 29.91 280 16.68 29.92392 13.68 32.61 391 13.64 32.69 390 13.65 32.69 391 13.64 32.70
Hi 400 14.24 * 384 14.59 391 14.49 418 13.88
* 119 24.87 25.10 119 24.90 25.10 124 24.90 25.15 117 24.90 25.15187 20.34 27.34 185 20.38 27.34 188 20.38 27.39 187.5 20.37 27.4150 280 16.68 29.86 277 16.70 29.85 285 16.67 29.94 380 16.72 29.92387 13.66 32.61 387 13.63 32.60 393 13.62 32.66 390 13.67 32.67** 397 14.39 409 14.20 416 14.07 - ■ 425 13.86
* 129 24.88 25.15 130 24.89 25.14 129 24.89 25.15 133 24.89 25.14195 20.39 27.38 192 20.39 27.38 195 20.38 27.38 191 20.38 27.43000 • 291 16.69 29.91 290 16.68 29.91 294 16.68 29.90 289 16.68 29.99408 13.66 32.65 404 13.65 32.69 410 13.66 32.64 404 13.64 32.80
Hi 405 14.53 415 14.34 415 14.48 466 13.53
* 134 24.90 25.11 131 24.89 25.10 134 24.90 25.10 131 24.90 25.09201 20.39 27.35 196 20.40 27.34 199 20.30 27.34 200 20.39 27.37050 303.5 16.70 29.87 303 16.63 29.93 301 16.70 29.86 304 16.67 29.93422 13.69 32.56 417 13.67 32.57 421 13.62 32.60 426 13.65 32.53
Hi 435 14.15 — 411 14.69 — 442 14.12 480 13.57 *"
* 136 24.88 25.15 133 24.88 25.16 134 24.85 25.04 134 24.82 25.15208 20.38 27.37 203 20.37 27.29 199 20.35 27.31 195 20.30 27.37100 311 16.71 29.86 310 16.67 29.79 305 16.64 29.82 301 16.60 29.88435 13.69 32.54 429 13.65 32.40 422 13.64 32.40 419 13.62 32.54
Hi 420 14.93 “ 439 14.47 - 426 14.57 - 496 13.26
* 126 24.84 25.14 121 24.83 25.14 130 24.83 25.13 132 24.81 25.14203 20.34 27.38 203 20.33 27.37 198 20.33 27.38 195 20.31 27.25200 308 16.63 29.90 309 16.64 29.88 304 16.64 29.88 298 16.62 29.73429 13.63 32.53 431 13.63 32.49 422 13.63 32.53 417 13.61 32.37** 458 13.82 479 13.60 ** 483 13.36 “ 475 13.47 *“
* Yielding starts** Upsetting without a lubricant till fracture
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TABLE (3.2) - MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Initial
Density
%
Mechanical
Properties
SinteringTemp.
°C
SINTERING TIME - MINUTES
15 30 60 120
S U S U S U S U
Ultimate 900 72 94 76 91 79 91 81 108Tensile 950 70 99 69 101 73 90 59 . 106Strength • 1000 75 93 86 105 84 109 83 108
n 1050 67 104 72 100 76 116 101 112N/mm 1100 86 112 80 118 95 142 89 1551200 86 135 87 129 94 135 94 * 135
Impact 900 50 42 51 43 55 45 59 47
70 Toughness 950 53 42 55 47 62 48 73 461000 57 49 66 57 ' 77 ' 53 92 56N.m 1050 68 51 84 49 99 55 117 631100 90 51 102 54 140 63 145 63• 1200 105 62 . 123 63 151 68 182 72
Vickers 900 36 76 33 77 32 78 33 80Hardness 950 28 75 32 78 29 77 31 771000 38 84 35 82 36 84 36 81HV 1050 30 82 30 80 33 80 33 83
( ^ r,~ \ 1100 31 84 28 82 30 85 29 86w  Kg; 1200 30 82 31 83 31 84 31 84
Ultimate 900 203 277 212 346 211 385 216 425Tensile 950 400 206 397 213 413 214 417Strength 1000 226 413 230 496 241 ' 428 244 4251050 245 434 240 450 246 437 267 468N/mm 1100 247 459 269 471 267 492 257 4881200 266 476 265 504 278 491 506
Impact 900 282 146 286 155 302 169 317 18790 Toughness 950 309 153 330 164 360 161 370 2061000 357 200 383 186 410 256 438 286N.m 1050 418 249 454 285 500 320 546 3431100 525 300 570 403 625 387 695 387• 1200 558 406 597 410 655 434 713 438
Vickers 900 66 151 65 151 64 152 64 152Hardness 950 65 149 65 149 64 149 65 1491000 70 151 71 150 68 152 67 151HV 1050 75 156 72 155 72 157 71 1571100 71 158 70 163 70 159 68 159Kg; 1200 • 68 156 67 157 64 156 65 158
' S » as sintered, U = as upset
6 U
TABLE (3.3) SIMPLE UPSETTING WITHOUT A LUBRICANT
INITIAL CONDITIONS TEST AND FINAL MEASUREMENTS
Relative Diameter Height Aspect Mass Load Reduction Aspect Axial LateralDensity Ratio % of Ratio Strain Strainmm mm ARo 8 kN Height ARf 1
12.5 0.833 12.22 115.3 50.2 0.319 0.696 0.21715 20 1.33 19.39 96.5 48.3 0.524 0.661 0.21735 2.33 34.01 127 57.3 0.695 0.85 0.303
12.5 0.625 21.50 198 47.2 0.264 0.639 0.18770% 20 20 1.00 34.03 175 46.6 0.417 0.628 0.19935 1.75 60.06 204 55 0.571 0.799 0.264
12.5 0.50 34.10 306 40.5 0.252 0.519 0.14225 20 0.80 54.36 289 46.3 0.342 0.622 0.18535 1.40 94.88 289 51.1 0.511 0.715 0.244
15 35 2.33 38.53 197 60.94 0.59 0.94 0.368
80% 20 20 1.00 38.97 263 48.5 0.384 0.663 0.246
25 12.5 0.5 38.95 424 39.9 0.246 0.508 0.171
I 12.5 0.833 15.69 243 54.3 0.260 0.784 0.33315 20 , 1.33 25.11 220 55.3 0.40 0.806 0.35235 2.33 43.95 2811 64.8 0.488 1.04 0.472
12.5 0.625 27.74 500 52.8 0.208 0.751 0.3250% 20 20 1.00 43.91 355 49.8 0.355 0.69 0.29935 1.75 77.36 410 59.3 0.456 0.899 0.409
12.5 0.50 43.84 626 42 * 0.225 0.545 0.223
25 20 0.80 69.92 605 50.38 0.283 0.701 0.30935 1.40 122.27 570 55 0.422 0.799 0.355
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ABLE (3.4) SIMPLE UPSETTING WITH GRAPHITE AS LUBRICANT
• INITIAL CONDITIONS TEST- AND FINAL. MEASUREMENTS
jnsity Diameter Height Aspect Mass Load Reduction Aspect Axial LateralRatio of Height Ratio Strain StrainDo.mm Ho. mm ARo g kN R% ARf 1
12.5 0.83 12.26 140 56.9 0.26 0.841 0.32315 20 1.33 19.51 142 59.2 0.381 0.897 0.35635 2.33 34.13 148 61.4 0.600 0.952 0.402
12.5 0.63 21.54 272 57.3 0.195 0.851 0.316
)% 20 20 1.00 34.52 286 60.4 0.278 0.926 0.35735 1.75 60.17 275 62.2 0.445 0.973 0.402
12.5 0.5 34.22 548 60.4 0.141 0.926 0.34025 20 0.8 54.26 420 59.4 0.231 0.901 0.34025 1.0 67.77 385 56.8 0.313 0.839 0.32235 1.4 94.84 375 57.9 0.416 0.866 0.346
15 35 2.33 CANCELLED DUE rO BUCKLING
)Z 20 20 1.00 39.15 376 59.3 0.278 0.898 0.385
25 12.5 0.5 38.93 1000* 61.3 0.129 0.95 0.400
12.5 0.83 15.7 310 60 0.215 0.916 0.43815 20 1.33 25.12 284 61.5 0.321 0.955 0.46535 2.33 43.9 341 69.4 0.397 1.184 0.584
12.5 0.63 27.67 600 57.2 • 0.180 0.848 0.396
7, 20 20 1.00 44.35 586 61 0.249 0.942 0.45135 1.75 77.46 478 62.3 0.410 0.976 0.477
12.5 0.5 43.64 1000* 56.7 0.147 0.836 0.39025 20 0.8 69.77 753 60.7 0.202 0.933 0.44225 1.0 87.17 724 58.1 0.274 0.871 0.41835 1.4 122.4 700 60.1 0.357 0.918 0.447
Press maximum loading limit, yet specimen did not fracture.
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a) sintered for 15 min at 900°C h) sintered for 15 min at 900 C then upset to 0.6 trueaxial strain
c) sintered for 120 min at d) sintered for 120 min at1200°C 1200°C then upset to 0.6true axial strain
Fig (3.5) Metallographic grain structure for specimens *
of 90% initial relative density. Etched with 2%
Nital. x 163 mag.
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Fig (3.15a) The variation of axial strain with aspect ratio 
for specimens of 90% initial relative density and of various 
initial aspect ratios, upset with using a lubricant
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CHAPTER 4
FLOW AND FRACTURE OF MATERIAL OF VARYING GEOMETRY
4.1 Introduction
In general, during a forging process, the material flows 
into the direction of least resistance. This resistance 
may be caused by either internal or external factors:
The internal resistance is determined by the properties of 
the material and the geometry of the forged component, ie, 
the shape of its cross-sectional area, presence of holes, 
hubs and flanges, inside and outside corners and height to 
width ratio. The external resistance is caused mainly by 
interface friction and die wall configuration and is 
affected by the applied pressure and temperature. Inter­
face friction varies directly with contact area, therefore, 
free surfaces nearer to the axis of the forged component 
are expected to expand relatively easily compared with those 
at a distance. Hence, in the absence of symmetry, the 
analysis of the material flow becomes very complicated 
and this is one of the reasons why relevant studies in this 
field are mostly experimental.
By use of model studies various aspects of geometry and 
forging die configuration can be separated and investigated
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independently in order to understand the effect of each 
variable involved.
In this study porous material billets of different cross- 
sections were upset under different die configurations in 
order to provide some basic information to the designer 
of sintered and forged components. This was followed by 
forging of a more specific component which involves rather 
different patterns of material flow. These patterns 
simulate the shape of a gear with two and four teeth and 
also with different widths of teeth. Gears are very basic 
components for machine tools and the gear teeth in particular 
must be tough and hard enough to withstand wear and various 
forces during their operation. Production of gear teeth 
by a well designed forging process results in material 
with properties which are superior to those found in teeth 
formed merely by machining. Porous materials deform 
under lower stress levels than wrought material, hence, 
they have a greater potential for cold forging if premature 
fracture can be avoided.
4.2 Present Work
The present work may be considered as general observations 
on various modes of deformation during upsetting of sintered 
iron specimens. These modes were obtained by either varying
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the specimen cross-section or by varying the configurations 
of the upsetting die by introducing extrusion holes or 
recesses. Later on an attempt to establish a forgability 
limit by utilizing a closed die with a triangular cavity is 
reported. This is followed by studying in some detail 
the formation of a gear tooth.
4.2.1 Upsetting of Billets of Different Cross-Sections
As shown in Figure (4.1), blocks of various cross-sections 
were machined from cylindrical,sintered billets of 25 mm 
diameter x 25 mm height and of two initial relative 
densities, 70% and 90%. The surfaces of these billets 
were then mechanically inscribed with 2 mm x 2 mm square 
grids.
After preliminary upsetting tests, only four of these 
cross-sections were selected for further testing. The 
cross-sections retained were: square, rectangular, triangular 
and semi-circular. The excluded cross-sections fractured 
prematurely due to the presence of narrow edges and sharp 
corners in their features as shown in Figure (4.2).
The four selected cross-sections were quasistatically upset 
between smooth, overlapping, high-speed steel platens.
The test was repeated using PTFE sheets as lubricant.
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After every increment, each specimen was photographed from 
top and front. These photographs are shown in Figure
(4.3), thus the strain on every square on the surface of 
these blocks was recorded and can be easily measured.
Such results provide useful data for both practical 
applications and theoretical analysis of stresses and 
strains. The experimental results are shown in table (4.1)
In general, vertical cracks caused by hoop stresses were 
the cause of fracture, especially where surface curvature 
changes direction as illustrated by the sketch in Figure
(4.4). The corners are pushed away without opening up, 
hence this change of curvature. Similar behaviour of 
wrought material was reported by Aku, et al (67).
4.2.2 Upset Extrusion
As mentioned in section 2.2.4, four platens with central 
holes of different entry radii were used for upset-extrusion 
tests. The hole diameters are 10 and 12 mm and the radii 
are 1, 2, 3 and 4 mm for every two platens, hence, the 
double side platens can produce a large number of die set 
combinations.
It was intended to test cylindrical specimens of two 
initial relative densities, 70 and 90%, and of 20 mm
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diameter and of three different heights, 10, 20 and 30 mm. 
After testing with the smaller extrusion holes of the 
larger entry radii, it was observed that all the specimens 
fractured prematurely at the hub surface. Since the 
remaining die set combinations were likely to cause 
earlier fracture, therefore, it was decided to abandon 
this test programme at this stage.
This result indicates that porous materials cannot be 
easily extruded, especially with higher porosity contents, 
and changing the entry radii is not likely to improve the 
situation. As others have reported (71, 12)' a. draft angle 
of about 45° is essential to increase the density rapidly 
and to reduce the surface tension and hoop stresses.
Larger entry radii should then improve material flow.
During extrusion into a die with a draft angle of 90°, new 
surfaces are being formed at a higher rate in comparison 
with the hub surface area, hence, the early fracture.
Once an extruded head is formed, the critical stage is 
over. This has been shown by the author in reference (33) 
where he successfully extruded billets with a machined 
extrusion head. However, this point needs to be invest­
igated further in order to see what would happen if the 
extrusion hole diameter is increased. Also the tapered
entry to the extrusion hole and the reduction in diameter 
needs to be investigated at various porosity levels.
4.2.3 Upsetting with Capped-Ends
As mentioned in section 2.2.4, two recessed platens were 
made for holding 20 mm diameter specimens during upsetting. 
These specimens were of three initial relative densities,
70, 80 and 90%, and three initial heights, 20, 25 and 30 mm.
The depth of the recess was 4.5 mm. The results are shown 
in table (4.2).
This test was designed to study the formability of porous 
material with partial restraint as might be the case in 
some closed-die forging. Restraining the ends of.a cylindrical 
specimen could also simulate the sticking interface friction 
condition. However, the material was successfully formed 
as shown in Figure (4.5). It can be seen that lateral 
strain, increased with the increase in initial relative 
density while the axial strain till fracture decreased due 
to the decrease of total densification.
A very interesting feature observed from this test was 
the improved formability of higher porosity specimens due 
to the reduction of free surface bulging which often leads 
to fracture. In other words, reducing the free surface by
use of recessed tools improves the formability of long 
billets. Therefore, the ratio of the specimen*s free 
height to its total height is important. This importance 
may be further investigated by utilizing dies with through 
holes and using plug inserts of different heights in order 
to vary the height of the arrested part of the specimen.
4.2.4 Triangular-Cavity Closed Die Forging
(
Using the triangular cavity die shown in Figure (2.4) 
billets of 20 mm diameter, three different heights, 10, 20 
and 30 mm and three initial relative densities, 70, 75 
and 80% were forged at room temperature without using any 
lubricant. The results are shown in Table (4.3). In 
order to detect the onset of the fracture, the test had 
to be interrupted frequently.
It was intended to use this die as a measure of forgeability 
of sintered iron preforms over the full range of densities 
by measuring the extent of die filling until fracture. 
However, full die'filling without fracture could be 
achieved with the 80% initial relative density preforms. 
Hence, preforms of higher initial relative densities were 
excluded from this test programme.
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The extent of die filling is taken as a ratio between the 
height of the achieved triangle and the initial diamter 
of the preform, thus, as shown in Figure (4.6), better 
die filling was achieved with preforms of higher initial 
relative density but with a lower degree of straining.
In order that these results can be readily used by the 
designer of sintered components, Figure (4.7) has been 
drawn and fitted into an empirical equation by a computer 
based multiple regression analysis program. This equation 
is given by:
0.591 0.0534 Po-2,216
ea = 0.651 o^ (ARo) .... (4.1)
where ea = Axial strain
Po = Initial relative density (range 70-80%)
ARo = Initial aspect ratio
The final product at full density has a fixed mass and 
the initial density and aspect ratio can be varied in 
order to produce a good die filling with maximum work 
hardening. Hence, results corresponding to the same mass 
have been calculated and plotted on Figure (4.7) in order 
to show the sharp increase in axial strain associated with 
lower initial density and higher initial aspect ratio.
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4.2.5 Closed Die Forging of Cylindrical Preforms into 
Cavities of Various Widths
The multi-cavity die set described in section 2.2.4 was 
used to investigate the extent of cavity filling at 
fracture. The specimens tested had three initial relative 
densities, 70, 80 and 90%, one initial diameter, 20 mm, and 
three initial heights, 10, 20 and 30 mm. Before the start 
of every test, all die surfaces in contact with the specimen 
were lubricated with a die lubricant.(Tallow).
The compressive load was applied by a Denison press to a
pre-determined level. After ejection the forged specimen
was inspected for any cracks and measured for reduction
of height and lateral spread. Then, the test was repeated
on a second specimen with the load adjusted according to
the cracks observed on the first specimen. Hence, the
approximate fracture conditions were recorded in these
tests and the results are given in Table 4.4. These
results give an idea of the severity of fracture when it
occurred. It is also evident that the level of load was 
*
affected by the degree of lubrication and the extruded 
backflash, especially with specimens of higher initial 
density and at higher loads. After each test, all die 
surfaces which came in contact with the forged specimen
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were cleaned and hand polished before being relubricated.
In order to evaluate the material flow into a cavity, the 
ratio between the depth of the formed tooth to its width 
was considered as a measure. In general, the material 
exhibited a good degree of filling under moderate loads. 
Each of the variables considered had a different effect 
upon the extent of cavity filling. These effects are more 
or less similar to those observed in upsetting.
The effect of increasing the specimen height is shown in 
Figure 4.8, where better cavity filling was obtained with 
longer specimens. This effect may be presented in the form 
of a relationship between the initial and final aspect 
ratios. This information might be more useful to the 
designer of sintered components, since it sums up the 
dimensional relationship of the forged component (see 
section 3.3). Figure 4.9 shows the relationship between 
the initial and final aspect ratios which follows the same 
trend as that shown in Figure 3.18 for simple upsetting.
In fact, the results for the 70% initial relative density 
and 8 mm cavity coincides with that for the corresponding 
billet in unlubricated simple upsetting. Therefore, it 
should be useful to fit the relationship between the 
initial aspect ratio and the final aspect ratio into an
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empirical relationship by the multiple regression analysis 
in the form of:
ARf = T (ARo)V   (4.2)
where (ARo) and (AR)f are the initial and final aspect 
ratios respectively.
T and V are constants and their values for the 
various initial conditions are given in table (4.5).
The decrease in cavity width also contributed towards 
improving cavity filling, especially for the single tooth 
cavity where the decrease was more significant as shown 
in Figure (4.10). With the narrower cavity, the material is 
forced to densify at a higher rate, thus avoiding premature 
fracture. The effectof initial density is shown in 
Figure 4.11 where better filling is obtained with higher 
initial density.
To sum up the effects of all the variables involved in this 
test in one nomogram, the ratio between the depth of the 
formed tooth to its width was plotted against the ratio 
of its initial height to the initial width. This nomogram 
is shown in Figure(4.12).
ABLE 4.1
ncremental 
psetting of
PTFE Lubricant • No Lubricant
rismatic
locks Specimen 1 Specimen 2 Specimen 1 Specimen 2
Height Load Height Load Height Load Height Load
mm kN mm kN- mm kN mm kN
20.41 50.2 20.45 50.4 20.43 49.6 20.48 49.5ectangular 16.76 82.5 16.71 82.5 16.77 80 16.77 822-4' x 11.2 mm 13.71 123.5 - - 13.73 116.5 13.69 12011.21 173 - - - - 11.25 1659.2 238 * — ■ ** •
20.48 57.8 20.49 57.1 20.49 64 20.47 64.3quare 16.77 96.5 16.75 95.5 17.76 94 16.75 107.57.58 x 17.58 mm -  . - 13.71 142 13.71 • 158.6 13.71 158.5
* ~ 11.25 199 11.67 211 12.05 200
riangular 20.41 41.1 20.41 39.8 . 20.5 47 20.46 44.316.75 66.5 16.77 64 16.77 75 16.73 7013.73 98.5 13.72 93.2 13.72 107.33 13.69 101.611.25 135 - 11.24 145 11.23 139
20.4 48.1 20.32 47 20.46 49.3 20.47 47mi-circular 16.67 79 16.63 78 16.75 83.1 16.74 79.7- 12.5 mm 13.67 114.5 13.61 112.5 13.72 122 13.73 117.7*" 11.15- 152 11.69 160 11.25 167
'rcular with 20.59 64.6 20.55 65 20.49 59ncave cut 16.73 109.6 16.83 108 17.69 91.7 - - ■- - 13.76 162.5 13.65 161 - -
- - 11.25 231 11.22 229 - . -— — 9.26 314 - — -
rcular with right 20.49 55 20.49 56 .gle cut 16. 7& 
13.78
89.3124 16.7713.73
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127.5 - -
rcular with square 20.5 69t 16.78 107
itial Height = 25 mm, Initial Relative Density = 70 %
TABLE 4.2 Upsetting with capped ends
INITIAL
CONDITIONS
No
ofSpeci­
EXPERIMENTAL
MEASUREMENTS
CALCULATEDSTRAINS
men
Relative Height Load Height Diameter Axial Lateral
Density mm kN mm . mm • -ev * **
1 249 13.03 24.38 0.931 ‘0.203
20 2 251 13.02 24.38 0.933 0.203
3 240 13.09 24.29 0.918 0.199
1 191 16.20 24.72 0.761 0.215
70% 25 2 197 16.26 24.79 0.779 0.2183 187 16.28 24.62 0.751 0.211
1 196 18.18 25.78 0.798 0.25930 2 191 18.33 25.61 0.782 0.252
3 197 18.13 25.77 0.801 0.258
1 • 283 13.92 24.86 0.752 0.22220 2 285 13.93 24.78 . 0.750 0.2193 284 13.96 24.77 0.745 0.218
1 274 16.42 25.83 0.734 0.26080% 25 2 253 16.74 25.48 0.694 0.246
3 288 16.21 26.16 0.760 0.273
1 260 18.80 26.54 0^736 0.28730 2 274 18.60 26.80 0.756 0.297
3 268 18.69 26.70 0.746 0.293
1 324 14.86 25.31 0.592 0.23820 2 326 14.87 25.28 0.590 0.237
3 340 14.66 25.49 0.609 0.245
1 330 17.00 26.78 0.662 0.29490% ' 25 2 . 320 17.24 26.42 0.634 0.2813 312 17.40 26.18 0.617 0.272
« 1 334 19.14 27.78 0.704 0.331*30 2 352 18.78 28.19 0.738 0.3463 363 18.59 28.37 0.756 0.352
Axial Strain = In ^initial height - recessed height.
final height - recessed height
Lateral Strain = In (final diameter/initial diameter)
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TABLE 4.3 Triangular cavity closed die forging
INITIALCONDITIONS
No
ofSpec­
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
imen /1\Relative Height Load Height / m \ Relative AxialDensity mm kN mm / l \ Density % Strain
1 . 500 5.14 23.85 0.666
10 2 600 4.67 25.45 97.68 0.7613 540 4.78 25.05 97.42 0.738
1 400 10.04 24.63  ^• 0.689
70% 20 2 500 8.96 26.13 98.17 0.8033 570 8.87 26.52 98.64 0.813
1 550 13.75 25.96 0.780
30 2 600 12.95 27.26 98.58 0.8403 600 12.99 27.13 98.00 0.837
1 800 4.74 26.73 99.33 0.747
10 2 740 4.85 26.05 97.73 0.724
3 740 4.87 25.90 97.73 0.719
1 400 10.41 24.82 96.63 0.653
75% 20 2 400 10.42 24.78 96.83 0.6523 770 9.29 27.36 99.19 0.767
1 600 14.98 25.86 0.694
30 2 800 13.41 28.20 99.51 0.805
3 800 13.39 28.19 99.65 0.807
- 1 700 5.45 24.83 99.07 0.607
10 2 800 5.10 26.21 99.51 0.673
3 900 5.01 26.65 99.55 0.691
1 700 9.90 27.13 ' 98.96 0.703
80% 20 2 800 • 9.75 27.62 99.13 0.7183 930 9.51 28.02 99.13 0.743
1 700 14.46 27.77 99.09 0.73030 2 . 900 14.17 28.44 99.44 0.750
3 1000 14.08 28.53 99.50 0.756
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TABLE 4.4a Multi-cavity closed die forging
INITIAL CONDITIONS EXPERIMENTAL READINGS AND OBSERVATIONS
Cavity
Width
Density 
and dia­
meter
Height
mm
Spec
No
Load
kN
Height
mm
Maximum
Diametermm
Tooth
Width
mm
ToothDep/Wid
Ratio
CracksObser
70%
19.9 mm
10 12
400
450
6.42
6.25 25.37 3.01 0.88
NF
F-
20 12
300
400
13.04
12.38 25.68 3.01 0.928
NF
F-
- • 30 12
400
460
18.68 
18.15 : 26.61 3.01 1.078
NF
F
80%
10 12
500
560
6.90
6.77 : 27.33 3.02 1.202
NF
F-
3 mm 19.93 mm
20 12 500560 13.6813.38 27.96 3.02 1.302
NF 
. F-
*>
30 * 1 2 ‘ 500 600 20.2319.36 30.21 3.02 1.66
NFF-
90%
19.96 mm
10 12 600700
7.527.21 27.8430.28 3.033.03 1.684
F-
F-
•20 1
2
600
700
14.59
13.38
29.87
33.96 3.033.03 2.275*
F-
F-
30 12 600700
21.98 
. 20.92 29.4632.82 3.033.03 2.075
F-
F-
70%
19.9 mm
10 12 400450
6.34
6.18’ 24.8525.57 3.55 0.668
F- 
• F-
,
20 1
2
350
400
12.80
12.38 24.6825.64 3.56 0.777
F- ' F-
30 1
2
400
460
18.73
17.91 25.3027.13
3.57
0.982
F-F-
80%
19.93 mm
10 12 500560 6.786.64 26.8827.67
3.56
1.06
F-
F-
3.5 mm 20 1
2
500
560 13.3812.92 27.9129.59 3.57 1.323
F-
F-
30 1
2
500
600 19.8918.64 28.2831.68
3.59
1.605
F-F-
90%
19.96 mm
10 1
2
600
700
7.387.07 30.77 .3.57 1.49
NF
F-
20 1
2
600
700
14.2313.90 32.80 3.59 1.76
NF
F-
30 1
2 600700 20.8719.78 35.16 3.61 2.078
• NF 
F-
NF: Not fractured,
F-, F, F+ are Fractured with small, medium and large cracks•simultaneously
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TABLE 4.4b Hulti.-cavi.ty. closed die forging
INITIAL CONDITIONS EXPERIMENTAL READINGS AND OBSERVATIONS
Cavity
Width Densityand
Diameter
Height
mm
Spec
No
Load
kN
Height
mm
Maximum
Diameter
mm
Tooth
Width
mm
Tooth
Dep/Wid
Ratio
Cracks
Obser
70%
19.9 mm
10 1
2
400
450
6.26
6.11
25.10
25.91
4.00
4.00
0.626 F-
F
20 1
2
400
430
12.20
12.00
26.12
26.62
4.00
4.00 0. 814
NFNF
30 12 400460 18.2817.54 27.74 4.014.01 0.950
NF
F-
80%
19.93 mm
10 . 1 
2. 500560
6.696.46 28.91
4.004.00 1.1
. NF F-
4 mm 20 12
500
560
13.04
12.54 30.52
4.01- 4.01 . 1.294
NFF-
30 1
2
500
600
19.30
17.74 33.41 4.034.03 1.644
NFF-
90%
19.96 mm
10 1
2
600
700
7.076.84 31.59 '
4.014.01 1.428
NFF-
20 1
2
600
700
13.7112.84 35.12
4.03
4.03 1.855
NF 
F- •
30 1
2
600
700 19.5119.03 36.01
4.05
4.05- 1.957
NF
F-
• 10 1.2 400400
6.12.
5.99 27.2428.11
8.19
8.19
0.448
0.501
F-
F-
/UA
19.9 mm
20 1
2 350330
11.97
12.07 28.6028.08
8.20
8.20 0.530.499
F
NF
- 30 12 400370 16.8917.07 31^4830.76
8.22
8.22
0.704
0.661
F+F
80% . 
19.93 mm
10 1
2
500
510
6.41
6.34
30.56
30.16
8..21 
8.21
0.647 
• 0.684
F-'
F-
8 mm 20 1
2
500
530
12.34
11.75 32.7635.11
8.24
8.24
0.779
0.921
NF
F-
f s' 30 12
500 • 
530
17.40
16.58 35.9838.34 8.288.28
0.9691.112
NF
NF
I 90%
19.96 mm
10 1
2
600
650
6.68
6.41 34.1436.62
8.24
8.24
0.860
1.011
NF
NF
20 1
2
600
750 12.1311.83
39.42
40.06
8.29
8.29
1.174
1.212
NF
NF
30 1
2
600
580
17.99
18.00 40.0339.93
8.30
8.30
1.209
1.203
NF
NF
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TABLE 4.4c Multi-cavity closed die forging
INITIAL CONDITIONS EXPERIMENTAL READINGS AND OBSERVATIONS
Density
andDiameter
Height
mm
Spec
No
Load
kN
Height
mm
Maximum
Diameter
mm
Tooth
Width
mm
Tooth
Dep/WidRatio
Cracks
Obser
70%
19.9 mm
10 1
2
400
390 5.805.83
28.08
27.99
10.17
10.17
0.402
0.398
F
NF
20 1
2
400
340
10.57
11.13
32.36
29.97 10.1810.18
0.612
0.495
F+F-
30 1
2
400
370
15.3015.27 33.6033.25
10.21
10.21
0.6710.654 F+F
80%
19.93 mm
10 1
2
500
520
6.09
6.01
30.92
31.56 10.1910.19
0.5390.571 NFF-
10 mm 20 1
2 500530 10.9510.85
35.58
35.98
10.22
10.22
0.766
0.766
NF 
NF •
30 12
500
540
15.97
15.05
37.07
39.75 10.2510.25
0.836 
0.86?'
NF
F-
90%
19.96 mm
10 1
2
600
700
6.16
5.75
35.25
38.48
10.2210.22 0.7480.906 NFF-
20 1
2
600
700
11.59
11.03
38.03
40.06 10.2510.25
0.381
0.980
NF
NF
30 1
2
600
550
16.62
16.79
40.03
40.01
10.25
10.25
0.979
0.978
NF
NF
70%
19.9 mm
10 1
2
400
390
5.52
5.41
28.74
29.32
12.21
12.21
0.362
0.386
FF-
20 1
2
350
340
10.04
10.42
32.47
31.13
12.21
12.21
0.515
0.467
F
30' 1
2
400
370
13.97
14.56 35.4333.90
' 12.22 
12.22
0.635
0.573
,F+j*
80%
10 1
2
500
530 5.815.66
30.99
32
12.24
12.24 0.4520.493
•NF
?-
12'mm
19.93 mm
20 1
2
500
510
10.4Q 
10.30 35.4535.74 12.2512.25
0.633
0.645
F
F
•. • 30 12
500
530
14.60
14.25
38.24
39.32 12.2712.27
0.746
0.790
F-
F-
90%
19.96 mm
10 1
2 600 6 80
5.90
5.57 34.5337.07 12.2612.26
0.594
0.698
F-F
20 1
2
600
700
10.43
10.29
39.71
40.06
12.27
12.27
0.805
0.819
NF
NF
• 30 12
600
550
15.57
15.64
40.02
40.01
12.28
12.28
0.817
0.846
NF
NF
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TABLE4. 5
TESTPIEGE EQUATION CONSTANTS
ToothWidth
Initial
RelativeDensity
Multiplier Index CoeffofDeterm
8 mm
70% 1.535 0.311 1.000
80% 1.409 0.207 0.996
90% 0.310 0.850 0.992
10 mm
70% 0.352 0.733 0.998
80% 0.296 0.632 0.998
90% 0.282 0.935 0.998
12 mm
70% 0.322 0.775 0.993
80% 0.281 0.657 0.997
90% 0.268 0.862 0.994
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SQUARE
RECTANGLE
TRIANGLE
SEMI-CIRCLE
CIRCLE WITH SQUARE CUT
CIRCLE WITH VEE CUT
CIRCLE WITH CONCAVE CUT
Pig (4.1) Blocks of various cross sections (top view) 
They were machined from sintered billets of 25 mm in 
diameter and 25.2 mm in height to a finished height 
of 25 mm (Scale 1:1)
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CHANGE OF 
CURVATURE
FRACTURE START
Pig (4.4) A sketch diagram of a specimen of 
square cross-section after being upset 
without using a lubricant
1.0
^  0.9
d  0.8
AXIAL STRAIN
S  0.7
0.6
INITIAL o 20
HEIGHT a 25 mm.
oQ
□ 300.5
LATERAL STRAIN
0.3
^  0.2
0.1
o 70 9080
RELATIVE INITIAL DENSITY %
Fig (4.5) The effect of initial density and height 
on the degree of straining before fracture during, 
upsetting of cylindrical billets
J t'6
INITIAL 
HEIGHT . mm.
LU
0.7
RELATIVE
INITIAL
DENSITY
80
to
0.6
1.31.2 1.4
EXTENT OF DIE FILLING M/Do
Fig (4.6) The variation of axial strain with the extent of 
die filling for specimens of three initial densities and 
heights, forged in a triangular die cavity t m  fracture
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0.9
0.8
tr li-
in it ia l  RELATIVE DENSITY %
0.6
20 3010
INITIAL HEIGHT Ho mm.
Fig (4.7) The variation of axial strain with the initial 
height of specimens of three initial densities, when 
forged in a triangular die cavity till fracture
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INITIAL
RELATIVE
DENSITY
TOOTH 8 a  
WIDTH 10 o 
mm. 12 □
o
u—
3010 20
INITIAL HEIGHT (Ho) mm.
Fig (4.8b) Extent of cavity filling v initial height 
for specimens of three initial densities, when 
forged into cavities of three widths
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INITIAL 70 
RELATIVE 80 
DENSITY 90
TOOTH 8 a  
WIDTH 10 o 
mm. 12 □
h-
7 /7/
0.5
0.70.5 0.60.30.20.1
FINAL ASPECT RATIO
Fig (4.9) The variation of initial aspect ratio with final 
aspect reatio of specimens of three initial densities 
when forged into cavities of three widths
12.1
T3 -o  z
LL
>-
<o
U-o
Z  4 ,LU 1 “h- X  LU
□
INITIAL 70 
RELATIVE 80 
DENSITY 90 %
 b u T^:;i
XA—  o
10 A
LU HEIGHT 20 o 
mm. 30 □ 
l________0 I* 6 8 10
(W) CAVITY WIDTH -  mm.
12
Fig (4.10) The extent of cavity filling v cavity width 
for specimens of three initial densities and heights 
forged till fracture
_ 1 2 2
INITIAL 10 
HEIGHT 20 
mm. 30
CAVITY U A 
WIDTH 3.5 o 
mm. 3 □
LU
70 80 90
INITIAL RELATIVE DENSITY %
Fig(4.11a) The effect of initial density on the extent of 
cavity filling (E = ((Df-D0 )/W)) of specimens of three 
initial heights, forged into cavities of three widths
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INITIAL
HEIGHT
mm.
CAVITY
WIDTH
mm.o2
_J—I3
Ll
>-h-
----><O 2Llo
h-2LUH*XLU 1
LU
70 80 90
INITIAL RELATIVE DENSITY %
Fig (4.11b) The effect of initial density on the extent of 
of cavity filling for specimens of three initial 
heights forged into cavities of three widths
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CHAPTER 5
PLASTIC FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF POROUS MATERIAL
5.1 Plasticity Theory for Sintered Materials
For the development of a theoretical solution to the 
plastic deformation of any material, a yield criterion 
must be established first, and followed by a flow rule 
giving the relationships between stress and strain. For 
fully dense materials, the Von-Mises yield criterion and 
Levy Mises flow rules are applicable. This criterion is 
based on the constant volume assumption and yielding is a 
function of the second invariant of the stress deviator 
J'2 > hence the yield surface is given by
P2 = (3 J'2)
= ( ( ^  -0,)2 + (a2 - ff3)2 + (a3 - ct1)2)/2 .... (5.1)
where P denotes the flow stress and , o^  and are principal 
stresses. From the normality flow rule, the stress-strain 
relationships are obtained (59), assuming that the plastic 
strain increment is normal to the yield surface, hence
dsi = dA SP/Sa^   (5.2)
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where denotes plastic strain increment in direction i
Cl denotes principal stress
d\ denotes positive proportionality constant
By differentiating Equation 5.2, a complete set of equations of 
stress-strain increments are provided:
>
dEl = dX [ °1 - ( °2 + C3}/2]
de^ = dA [ a2 "  ^ al + ° 3 ^ 2]
de^ = dX . £ + 02'^2] '• — .......  (5.3)
For porous materials, however, densification and hence change in 
volume, takes place during the deformation process and therefore 
the approach for fully dense materials ceases to apply. Also the 
hydrostatic stress component becomes effective on yielding, hence 
the yield surface is given by:
Ps2 = F ( J’2, J ' P  = k  J'2 + PJX    (5.4)
where Ps is the flow stress of the sintered material, denotes 
the first invariant of stress, which is equivalent to the hydro­
static stress ( + o^)/3, and is given by ( + ° 2 ^ ’
a and pare functions of the relative density.
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Many attempts (47 - 52) have been made to modify the 
approaches based on Von-Mises yield criterion by introducing 
density as a function of the hydrostatic stress component 
(Equation 5.4), so that when full density is reached, the 
dependance of yielding on the hydrostatic stress component 
vanishes. Based on this, Kuhn and Downey (47) proposed 
a yield criterion in the form
P = [3J'2 - (1 - 2v) J2 ] ^   (5.5)
where v is the plastic Poisson's ratio and is equal to
0.5 at full density. From a basic experimental programme
1.92v was found to be equal to 0.5 p , where p is the 
relative density of the material. In this case v is a 
function of the relative density only and it is represented 
by the solid line in Figure 5.1, while the curved lines 
represent the actual experimental results obtained by 
Alkatib (33). Similar results were also obtained by 
Hagerty (34). This means that the Kuhn and Downey relation 
is valid only at large strains and that a more general 
relationship is required which should consider the effect 
of initial density.
Oyane, Shima, Tabata and Masaki (References 49 - 51) 
have proposed another parameter for the hydrostatic stress 
component in their analytical solution which is given by
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the relation
f — 2 dt1 - de 0
~  »  2 >  < 5 -6 )v
where de is the volumetric strain increment and deH and v 1
de^ are the principal strain increments. In an attempt 
to relate !ff to the relative density graphically, an 
empirical relationship in the form
1 = a (1 - p)n   (5.7)
was obtained by curve fitting where a and n are constantly 
equal to 2.5 and 0.5 respectively.
Furthermore, they obtained the stress-strain curves for 
pore-free material by utilising the basic equations of the 
proposed yield criterion, thus
aeq = [<(a, - a 2)2 + ( a 2 - a 3)2f ,
+ (a3 - a,. )2>/2 + ( ^  )2] 2   (5 .8 )
and
deeq = -| [| <(dei - de2)2 + (de2 - de3)2
+ (de3 - de i )2 > + (fdsv )2]^   (5.9)
where f represents the ratio of the apparent stress 
applied to the porous body and the effective stress 
( aeq ) applied to the matrix material. The parameter
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f was considered as a function of the relative density and 
was determined from the yield stress-relative density 
curves in simple compression and tension tests and given 
by
f = Pn   (5.10)
%
where n = 2.5
Both parameters f and f, are independent of the initial 
density and consequently can only give average values with a 
large scatter when applied to higher strain values of 
practical importance.
Honess (60) carried out a comparative study between results 
from his experimental programme on sintered iron under 
various stress conditions and those given by yield criteria 
already proposed by others. He concluded that the Kuhn 
and Oyane yield criteria are best suited to describe the 
plastic behaviour of sintered iron.
Another comparative study was carried out by Corapcioglu 
and Uz (52) with an additional yield criterion proposed 
by Corapcioglu and Angan (61) which is again very similar 
to the ones already proposed by Kuhn, Green and Oyane (47 - 49) 
but with a different value for the hydrostatic stress 
dependent factor. Also they (52) presented a limiting
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condition for yielding based on the assumption that plastic 
deformation may not be caused by yielding at high porosity 
levels but by shear, bending and collapse of pores.
The aim of the present work is to establish the effect of 
initial density on yielding and subsequently to establish 
a yield criterion which considers both the initial and 
final densities. The results will be compared with 
criteria postulated by previous workers.
5.1.1 Verification of Oyan1s Criterion
The criterion proposed by Oyane et al (49) is chosen for 
verification and for possible modifications based on the 
results of the present experimental programme for sintered 
iron compacts. Special attention will be given to the 
effect of initial density on the solution.
5.1.1.1 Basic Equations
Equation (5.4) may be written as 
ps = [{(ai - cr2 )2 + (o2 - a 3 ) 2
+ (a3 - ai)2}/2 + ( )2]*   (5.11)
where Ps is the yield surface of sintered material 
cr i, a 2 and a ^  ara principal stresses
is the hydrostatic stress component =
( 0 ^  + 0 2 + 0 ^ )/3 and the parameter
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f denotes the effect of on yielding which, in
the present work, is considered to be a function of both 
the initial and final density.
In order to relate the flow stress of the porous material, 
Ps, to the equivalent flow stress of the solid matrix, 
a , equation(5.11) may be re-written as
Ps- f a = [{(a 1 - a2)2 + (a2 - a 3)2
eq x   (5.12)
+  ( a  3 -  cr 1 )  2 > / 2  +  (  —  ) 2]
where f represents the ratio of the flow stress of the 
porous material to the flow stress of the solid matrix.
The parameters f and f may be determined experimentally and 
since experimentation values which are going to be used to 
incorporate the influence of the strain hardening of the 
matrix material, then equation (5.12) may be applicable 
to porous materials with strain hardening matrices.
The principal strain increments can be derived by partially 
differentiating the plastic potential g with respect 
to , g2 and a^  which is given by
g = - [{ai - a2)2 + (a2 - a 3)2f .   (5.13)
+ (a3-  a 1 ) 2 } /2 + ( -ji? )2] *  =
where a is the yield stress of the material o
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Thus ‘
de, = dX- |l = dA{a: - (1 - ^  )om}
d E 3 =  d X '  H  =  d X { a 3 “  "  g f r  ) a m }  • ■ • ( 5 . 1 4 )3
and the volumetric strain increment
dey = dej + de2 + de3 (5.15)
Now if an equivalent strain increment referred to the relative 
matrix is denoted by then the plastic work done per unit
volume of the porous body, dW, is given by
dW = ajdEj + o2de2 + cr3de3 = p aeqdeeq . . . (5.16)
Note, that since a unit volume of a porous body with a relative
density p; consists of the matrix material, of volume P , then 
dW is not equal to aeqde eq.
Substituting Eq (5.14) in to Eq (5.16) and rearranging we find
_ 3p deeq (5.17)r 22f
following Oyan's (49) mathematical manipulation we have
daeq = p lf{(d£i “ de2)2 + (d£2 - de3)2
+ (de 3 - de j ) 2 }+ (fdey)2] 2 (5.18)
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5.1.1.2 Determination of f and f
By substituting into equations (5.14) and (5.15) the conditions
of uniaxial compression, a0 = a -= 0 and 0 =Z J m I d
we get:
(dE;l - de2)/dev = 9f2/2  .. (5.19)
from equation (5.12)
oeq = (d1/f) (1 + l/9f2)%
or <j = fa eq (1 + l/9f2)^    (5.20)
In order to determine f and f, the following experimental 
procedure was carried out:
1. Cylindrical compacts (20 mm dia x 25 mm height)
were prepared from Hoganas atomised iron powder (AHC 
100.29) mixed with 0.25% graphite using floating die 
compaction tools and zinc stearate suspended in 
Benzene as a die wall lubricant. Six density levels 
were prepared by varying the compaction load.
m
2. The compacts were sintered for lhour at 1120°C in a 
tube furnace with a controlled atmosphere of 10% 
Hydrogen, 90% Argon.
3. The sintered specimens were machined to equal heights 
and finish and the sintered density was measured.
4. The specimens were upset incrementally between 
polished flat dies at equal reductions of height of 
2 mm each with PTFE sheets (0.125 mm thick) as 
lubricant. After each increment the load and the 
specimen height and diameter were noted and the 
PTFE sheets were renewed.
5. From these measurements the upsetting stress, a^, 
the current density, p , the axial strain, e^ , the 
lateral strain, ^  = e3* an<^  t l^e v°lumet:r:i-c strain, 
£<v, were calculated and plotted in Figures 5.2, 5.3 
and 5.4.
The values of the function f were then calculated using 
equation (5.19) and are plotted in Figure (5.5) against 
current porosity ratio (1 - p). If we assume that f is 
a function of initial and final densities in the form
l/f = Pq (1 - P)b   (5.21)
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where a and b are constants, then determination of a and 
b by computational regression analysis gives
Also if the value of 1/f is calculated as a function of 
final density only, as in Oyane's solution, in the form of 
equation (5.21) the resultant expression is
Both values of 1/f as given by equations (5.22) and (5.23) 
are shown in Figure (5.5). From this figure, it can be 
clearly seen that 1/f cannot be taken as a function of 
current density alone and furthermore, even when the 
initial density is considered as in equation (5.22), the 
deviation from experimental values is still high enough 
to render the equations in these forms not to be an 
accurate representation of observed results.
The method suggested by Oyane et al for the calculation 
of F was also inaccurate. As shown in Figure (5.6) 
(reference 33), the stress-density relationship cannot 
be represented by one straight line and consequently the 
value of f could not be calculated.
1 1 \0.2533/ 1.0661/f = 1.15 (1 - p) / pQ ( 5 . 22)
1/f = 1.87 (1 - p)0-3554 (5.23)
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Therefore, one should conclude that Oyane' s approach is 
not as appropriate to sintered iron material as originally 
suggested.
5. 2 Stress-Strain-Density Diagram
In order to illustrate the behaviour of sintered iron 
under uniaxial frictionless compression conditions the 
space diagram shown in Figure (5.7) was constructed by 
utilising the experimental results already obtained 
(Reference 33). It is clearly shown how densification 
and strain hardening is affected by the initial density 
of the preform. On the right side of the diagram, ie at 
full density, stress-strain results obtained by testing 
annealed mild steel billets under the same conditions 
(Figure 5. 8) are included for comparison. For instance, 
the worked sintered iron could achieve a higher yield 
strength than annealed mild steel, despite a high porosity 
content.
Possibly at higher reductions the curves shown in the 
diagram (5.7) might merge with the mild steel curve 
but not necessarily at the same point. In fact, it has 
already been proven that higher stresses are required 
to fully densify specimens of lower initial density 
(reference 3).
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It is believed that such a diagram is very informative 
and a useful aid to the designer of sintered components.
5. 3 Yield Stress Space Diagram
To further the knowledge and understanding of the behaviour 
of sintered material under various stress conditions, one 
should establish a stress space diagram for the material 
under consideration as shown in Figure (5.9).
For the fully solid material, this diagram is represented 
by only one elipse with its origin --.at the centre,
ie the solid material yields at the same stress level in 
tension and in compression and its maximum shear stress 
is exactly one half its yield stress according to Tresca's 
yield criterion or equal to 0.57 its yield stress according 
to Von Mises yield criterion.
While for porous material, the behaviour is completely 
different as shown in Figure (5.9). Here, at every 
porosity level, we have a different yielding stress. 
Furthermore, the presence of pores and the process by 
which the powder was compacted and sintered may affect 
differently the behaviour of the material under various 
stress conditions.
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The results presented in Figure (5.9) were obtained by 
three sets of tests. The results from frictionless upsetting 
tests are shown in Figure (5.16), the results from tensile 
tests of flat test pieces are shown in Table 5.1 and in 
Figure (5.10)and the results from torsion tests are shown 
in F igure (5.11).
As far as yielding is concerned as it is the subject of 
this diagram (5.9), the results obtained by the upsetting
4
test are more accurate because the yield point can be 
easily identified by the temporary decrease of the applied 
pressure which is followed by a sharp increase in the 
deflection of the dial gauge. Such a demarkation point 
has not been observed during the tensile and torsion tests, 
hence, for these tests, the proof stress was obtained from 
the stress-strain diagram of each test. For the tensile tests, 
the stress-displacement plots obtained by the Instron 
testing machine were utilised and the proof stress was 
calculated at a 0.1% elongation. While for torsion tests, 
the torque at a 0.5° twisting angle was considered.
After examining figure (5.9) it is obviously clear that 
the material does not yield similarly to wrought materials, 
since it yields under much lower stress levels in tension 
and torsion conditions than in compression except at the 
higher porosity level (30%), such results are somewhat
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contrary to expectations.
5.4 Analysis of Simple Upsetting of Cylindrical
Billets of Porous Material Using a Finite Difference 
Numerical Technique
In this study a finite-difference numerical technique was 
used to analyse theoretically the deformation behaviour of 
sintered iron compacts during upsetting operations. This 
numerical technique had previously been developed and 
reported in references (73, 74) in connection with 
analysing simple upsetting of cylindrical billets of elastic 
strain hardening and strain rate sensitive material. The 
stress-strain property of sintered iron compacts is of 
course, dependent on the relative density, a parameter 
which changes during the deformation process. This 
necessitates a variable relative density dependent material 
property to be incorporated in any analytical method for 
predicting deformation characteristics of such materials.
To this end the above mentioned numerical technique was 
modified and used to study the simple upsetting of 
the sintered iron compacts. The basic principles
and assumptions involved in the technique are:
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1. The billet could be idealised to be made up of a 
number of concentrated masses connected to each 
other by massless links of circular cross-section 
which posses the same strength properties as the 
material of the billet.
2. The plane sections remain plane throughout the 
deformation process.
3. Uniform axial straining occurs within each individual 
link.
4. The frictional stress at the billet-tup interface 
is proportional to the normal stress on the face of 
the billet (Coulomb friction).
5. The radial expansion of each connecting link is 
governed by the condition of mass constancy.
6. There is no resistance to radial expansion of any 
link from the neighbouring link except for the links 
in contact with the top and bottom platens, in which 
case, interface friction forces resist radial expansion.
U1
The technique essentially uses a lumped mass model for 
the actual billet and the procedure amounts to expressing 
the dynamic force equilibrium equations for each lumped 
mass in finite-difference form and relating the displace­
ment of each lumped mass to the strain in the corresponding 
link. After each time interval the stress in each link 
and hence the axial force is determined from the material 
stress-strain characteristics.
5.4.1 Analysis
The general equation of motion for an element of the billet 
soon after deformation commences can be derived by considering 
the internal and inertia forces acting on the element, 
as shown in Figure (5.12 (a)), and is given by,
bN = m   (5.24)fes ^ t2
Figure (5.12 (b)) shows the lumped parameter model for a 
number of elemental lengths of the billet illustrated in 
Figure(5.12 (a)). For convenience each elemental length 
A s will be considered to consist of one concentrated mass 
and a massless link, and initially all elemental lengths are 
equal. This model replaces the actual billet by a mass- 
link system. Under the action of the internal and inertia 
forces, the position of each concentrated mass in the model
U 2
identifies the position of a corresponding elemental 
length of the actual billet.^ The finite-difference 
equation for the elemental length at the ifth location 
of the model in Figure(5.12 (b)) is given by,
N . , ' . - N . A s m . u ,  . = o ...(5.25)
i +  1, J i, J o -it 3
Equation(5.25)applies to all the elemental lengths along
the billet and gives the instantaneous values of
u. . , „ for any instant in time t. , „ when coupled i, j + l J 3 + 1
with the following relationship between the acceleration 
and displacement in finite-difference notation.
“i,j+r \ j ( ! t ) 2  + \ j - V i  ........(5-26)
The time increment S t is defined by
6t « t. , 1 - t.   (5.27)J + l 3
The change in length <5 ( A  s)^tj + ^ 0^ t l^e occurring
during the time interval t is
6 ( A s). . . = As. • , 1 - .A s. . ....  (5.28)7i, 3 + 1 l, j +  1 i, J
U 3
The strain increment occurring in the link during the time 
interval is,
5 H ,  j + 1 " 6 ^  A S\ ,  j + 1   (5.29)
As. l, o
The total strain in the link can now be determined thus,
e . + 5 e   (5.30)i, J +  1 i , J  l, j +  1
since the time interval and, hence, the strain increment 
are both small.
In order to facilitate the calculation of stress which may 
vary across the end faces of the billet, when friction is 
present, it is necessary to idealise the actual cross- 
section to an equivalent section model which consists of 
a mumber of layers across each of which the stress is 
assumed to be uniform. The circular cross-section of 
the billet is assumed to consist of n discrete, evenly . 
spaced layers of material of tubular cross-sectional area 
which can carry normal stresses. These layers are 
considered to be separated by a material which cannot 
carry any normal stress but has infinite shear rigidity.
1U
With this simplified model the stress in the billet can 
be defined by the individual normal stresses at the n 
separate layers.
In order to determine the axial force acting in each 
link after the time interval <5 t the stresses in each 
layer of that link are calculated from the strain increment 
given by equation (5.20) and a known constitutive equation 
for the billet material given by
CTi* = F  ( P 0, P c, e)   <5-31)
where p and p are the original and current relative o c
densities and e is the current axial strain. P may be 
expressed as
p = F ( p , e )   (5.32)C 1  o  ■ .
so that equation (5.31) may be expressed in terms of Pq 
and e only giving
= F2 ( P 0> e)   <5-33)
In order to incorporate the effect of friction at the 
tup-billet and billet-anvil interfaces, the magnitudes 
of the layer stresses for the links in immediate contact 
with the tup and the anvil are then modified by means of
U 5
the equation,
° iS - CTii C 1 +  2 U  (R. - K it )/H] .....  (5.34
where y is the frictional coefficient, H is the current 
billet height, R^ is the outer radius of the link and R^ j 
is the mean radius of the layer. The effect of tup-billet 
and billet-anvil interface friction on the links other 
than in immediate contact is determined by use of a 
friction-cone analogy substantiated by experimental evidence. 
This analogy assumes two friction cones within the billet 
one' at each end having a basecoinciding with the interface 
area and aheight depending on the coefficient of friction.
The height of the cone is equal to the radius of the 
interface area when y =0 .5 and decreases proportionately 
to zero for y =0. The stress in any layer of a link 
falling within the friction cone is-also modified by 
equation (5.34).
The axial force N. in the ifth link is then obtained froml
the equation
where Afi is the cross-sectional area of the layer calculated
from the link area A.. The link area A. in turn is
1  1
determined using the concept of the conservation of 
mass after each time interval <5 t, thus
Ai,j+1 = Pi,j‘Ai,j‘Asi , j ^ pi,j+l'Asi,j+l^ •• (5-36)
where As. . ,. = As. . +  5 ( As).,.,.1,3+1 i,J 'i+j+1
At the end of each time interval 6 t the diameter of each
link is calculated from the known cross-sectional area
A. . . .  and the instantaneous profile of the billet is J + 1
obtained by joining the mid-diametral points of all links. 
The cycle of computation described, is 'repeated until 
plastic deformation ceases.
5.4.2 Experimental Work
For the purpose of comparing experimental results with 
those predicted theoretically using the above described 
numerical techniques, data already obtained at other 
stages of this project were used. The corresponding 
theoretical results were obtained by feeding in appropriate 
data into the computer programme developed for this 
purpose.
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5.4.3 Discussions
In order to demonstrate the ability to incorporate a 
density dependant material property, computer simulations 
of a simple upsetting process based on the lumped mass 
model were undertaken. Friction conditions varying from 
U = 0 to 0.5 were considered. The configuration of the 
billet and its finite-difference equivalent model used in 
the simulation studies are shown in Figure 5.13. The 
finite difference model consisted of 12 lumped masses.
The experimentally derived quasi-static stress-strain 
characteristics given by,
-2.31.124 (0.305 P )
0 = 641 P . e  0   (5.37)o
was incorporated into the simulation technique. It was
2 -1estimated that strain rates of the order of 10 s would 
be involved during the initial deformation period.
However, in the absence of any accurate data regarding 
strain rate behaviour of the material under consideration, 
this effect was ignored in the analysis.
U 8
Instantaneous profiles were predicted for a number of 
billets upset under various frictional conditions. Figure 
(5.14)shows a series of profiles of a billet of 80 per cent 
initial density deformed under frictional condition given 
by J-l = 0.25. Figure (5.15) compares profiles at 50% reduction 
of height for various interface friction conditions at 
the top end of a 92% initial relative density specimen.
While Figure(5.16) compares the top and bottom radii of 
the specimens in Figure(5.15)but for a'wider range of 
initial densities. The variation in the radius with 
interface friction is shown in Figure (5.17). Billets of 
the same initial dimensions but different initial densities 
were analysed and the reduction in height is plotted 
against current radius as shown in Figure(5.18). The 
corresponding experimental results are also shown in this 
figure for comparison. Very good correlation is evident 
between the experimental and theoretical results.
The variation in the current density with reduction in 
height for a number of initial densities is shown in 
Figure (5.19). Experimental results are also shown for 
comparison and show very good agreement. Compression 
was carried out using PTFE as lubricant. Figure (5.20)shows
U 9
the relation between initial energy used with percentage 
reduction in height for various initial densities predicted 
theoretically when upsetting was carried out under 
lubricated end conditions.
When upsetting was carried out under frictional end conditions 
a variation in density was evident from -hardness testing along 
the height of the billet. Theoretically predicted variations 
of density along the height of three billets of initial 
densities 70, 80 and 92 per cent are shown in FigureC5.219 
for y =0.5. It is evident that the density is higher 
at the mid-section of the billet and the variation is the 
maximum for 70 percent inital density. The effect of 
friction on the variation of mid-section radius of billets 
of 80 per cent initial density was predicted as shown in 
Figure (5.22} The experimental points correspond to 
upsetting tests with PTFE as lubricant. A similar effect is 
demonstrated in Figure (5.23) which shows plots of 
reduction of height against the extent of barrelling 
predicted theoretically for billets of 80 per cent initial 
density.
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The quasi-statically determined density dependent stress- 
strain properties are shown in Figure(5.2) for initial 
densities ranging from 70 to 92 per cent. The empirical 
relationship given by equation (5.37) was derived from 
regression analysis of the experimental curves shown in 
this figure.
The variation in tup load with deformation is shown in 
Figure (5.24) for billets of initial densities of 70, 80 
and 92 per cent and upset under lubrication conditions. 
Finally, the deformation aginst time under the same 
lubrication conditions is shown in Figure(5.25) for billets 
of initial densities of 70, 80 and 92 per cent. As expected 
the low density billet deforms at a higher rate than high 
density billets.
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TABLE 5.1
Initial Yielding Fracture Total Proof Fracturedensity load load elongation stress stress
% N* N mm/mm N/mm^ N/mm^
72.14 1700 0.015 9472.14 121 1546 0.013 67.2 86
72.08 129 1540 0.019 71.7 86
76.4 140 2050 0.028 77.8 114
76.4 - 1970 0.019 - 109
76.18 138 1973 0.025 76.7 110
• 80.73 159 2540 0.040 88.3 141
80.90 154 2550 0.039 85.6 14280.95 167 2585 0.047 92.8 144
85.50 186 3190 0.056 103.3 17785.33 179 3335 0.075 99.4 18585.39 181 3440 0.082 100.6 191
89.82 192 4290 0.100 106.7 238
89.88 177 4310 0.123 98.3 23990.10 193 4380 0.133 107.2 243
Yielding load was calculated at 0.1% elongation.
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Fig (5.1) The variation of Poisson's ratio with the relative 
density of specimens of six initial densities during 
upsetting process (ref. 33)
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Fig (5.2) The stress-strain relationship of sintered iron 
material during frictionless upsetting process (ref. 33)
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Fig (5.3) The variation, of axial strain with the 
density of sintered iron specimens during 
frictionless upsetting process (ref 33)
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Fig (5.15) Comparison of profiles at 50% reduction of 
height for various interface friction conditions at the 
top end of a 92% initial relative density specimen
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Fig (5.16) Comparison of radii at 50% reduction of height 
for various interface friction at top end with 
semi-frictionless at bottom end of specimens of 
various initial densities
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Fig (5.18) The effect of interface friction and initial 
density on the variation of maximum radius of cylindrical 
specimens with the reduction of height during upsetting
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Fig (5.20) The variation of initial energy used with percentage reduction of height 
for specimens of various initial densities as predicted theoretically
Fig (5.21) The theoretically predicted distribution of density 
along the height of specimens of three initial densities,
upset to identical reductions of height
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Fig (5.24) The variation of tup load with reduction of height for specimens of 
three initial densities, upset under lubrication condition
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RE COMMEND AT IONS 
6.1 Conclusions
The following may be concluded from the present investi­
gations:
1. This work has shown the importance of sintering 
time and temperature on the sintered and upset proper­
ties and on the deformation characteristics of the 
sintered material. In general the increase of sintering 
time and temperature improved the properties and promoted 
better deformation characteristics. However, the effect 
of sintering time was found to be comparatively small.
Upsetting, stresses increased with sintering 
temperatures of up to 1100°C while the density and 
reduction of height at fracture were found to be maximum 
at 1200°C.
For the material investigated the temperature of 1100°C 
may be considered to give optimum properties for the 
range 900 to 1200°C
2. Aspect ratio has very significant effect on sintered 
materials and their deformation characteristics. Densifi- 
cation, lateral flow, and reduction of height at fracture 
were increased with the increase of aspect ratio, whilst 
the upsetting stresses to a fixed height were decreased.
Empirical equations describing the relationship between 
axial strain and aspect ratio, upsetting stress and
.17 7
initial and final density, and initial aspect ratio and 
final aspect ratio were developed for upsetting 
cylindrical specimens without using a lubricant.
A
3. Deformation of porous prismatic blocks is generally 
identical to wrought materials. Sharp edges tend to 
cause buckling and the premature fracture of the specimen.
4. Porous materials cannot be extruded as easily as 
the formation of hubs unless a large draft angle is 
provided.
5. Restraining the two ends of the specimen during 
upsetting promotes deformation of highly porous preforms 
by reducing the extent of bulging and increases the 
densification rate.
6. A triangular-cavity die may be used as a measure 
of forgeability of sintered iron preforms of initial 
relative densities of up to 80%. An empirical equation 
fitting these results has been formulated.
7. . Gear teeth can successfully be formed by forging 
sintered iron blanks. Decreasing the tooth width delays 
fracture and consequently promotes greater cavity filling. 
Furthermore, specimens of higher initial aspect ratio
and density exhibits better cavity filling.
The extent of cavity filling at fracture can be calculated 
by applying an empirical equation obtained from the 
present work.
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8. The role of initial density on plastic flow has 
been demonstrated and accordingly, any yield criterion 
for sintered iron which does not include initial density 
may not be sufficiently accurate. A space diagram for 
the stress-strain-density relationship of sintered
iron duringasemi-frictionless quasistatic compression 
test was constructed. This diagram shows the basic 
flow characteristics of sintered iron and compares them 
with those of mild steel. Hence it is very informative 
to the designer of sintered components providing a 
good illustration chart for the subject of porous 
materials.
Another diagram of similar importance showing the 
behaviour of sintered iron under various stress conditions 
was also constructed. Sintered iron yields under identi­
cal stress ratios atahigh porosity level to those- of 
solid metal, but these ratios deviate with the decrease 
in porosity although the resistance to yielding increases.
9. Simple upsetting of sintered iron compacts has been 
studied theoretically using a numerical technique which 
incorporates variable density dependent stressestrain 
properties of the compacts. Deformation characteristics
were observed under a number of friction conditions. 
Theoretically predicted results when compared with those 
obtained by experiments showed a very good correlation.
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6.2 Recommendations
Sintered material has a great potential for development because 
of the numerous production advantages they offer over their 
counterparts of wrought materials. Hence more thorough invest­
igations are required in order to optimise their performance 
and to discover new areas of potential use.
Since the need for an accurate yield criterion is still out­
standing, therefore, it is recommended that a research programme 
should be undertaken to examine the behaviour of sintered iron, 
copper and aluminium under uniaxial, plane and re-pressing 
stress conditions with and without using a lubricant at both 
room and at warm temperatures. Also measurements of the 
properties such as tensile, torsion, fatigue, hardness, impact 
and bending should be carried out at the sintered state and 
at the deformed states. It is hoped that with such kind of 
information, a yield criterion, empirically based could be 
developed.
Investigators exploring the mechanics of deformation of porous
materials should look into the cause of fracture at the outside
surface and inside the deformed specimen and relate this cause
to the variation of porosity and various interface friction.
The magnitude of the coefficient of interface friction needs to
be determined for porous materials. The test-ring technique
180
may be recommended.
The variation of porosity within a single compact due to the 
compaction technique employed and subsequent deformation is 
worth looking into by other than hardness mapping technique.
When attempts are carried out to provide the designer of sintered 
components with useful data and practical charts and nomograms 
etc, these should be preceded by industrial visits and a survey 
of market needs. From time to time, a study of the economics 
of sintered components in comparison with other rival materials 
should be carried out.
It is recommended that any kind of machining in the preparation 
of any testpiece should have a ground finish. Also the scope 
for repeating the investigation carried in this work on differ­
ent porous materials, such as mild steel, copper and aluminium 
is wide open.
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